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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATION OF TENSILE PLASTIC INSTABILITY AND NECKING FOR AL2024T3 ALUMINUM AND S235JR STEEL ALLOYS

İli, Volkan
Master of Science, Mechanical Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Haluk Darendeliler

September 2019, 179 pages

Tensile plastic instability phenomenon is defined as the mode of deformation so that large amounts of deformation is localized in a certain region of a component during product life or testing procedure. Several studies have been published to assess the methods proposed to predict tensile plastic instability and necking behavior of materials. Although research has been done by using various specimens, comparative results on different specimen materials and geometries as well as different test methods have not been covered in most of these studies.

The purpose of this work is to investigate tensile plastic instability and necking prediction methods both experimentally and numerically. Two classical procedures have been selected: Uniaxial tensile test and deep drawing process, since they are still among the most common applications in the literature. To observe different material characteristics, Al2024T3 and S235JR specimens underwent several tensile tests. Both materials were used to manufacture cylindrical and sheet tensile test specimens. Furthermore, straight, tapered and notched forms of both cylindrical and sheet specimens have been tested and the results are compared. Further, Al2024T3 material specimens are used in cylindrical cup, round bottom cup and square cup deep drawing processes to review the applicability of the tensile test results.
The efficiency, precision and effectiveness of tensile plastic instability and necking prediction methods have been discussed based on the finite element analysis results. The generalization of the methods so that they can be applied in any plastic deformation analysis is another focus point of this thesis.

Keywords: Tensile Plastic Instability, Prediction of Necking, Tensile Test, Deep Drawing Process, Finite Element Analysis
ÖZ

AL2024T3 ALÜMİNYUM VE S235JR ÇELİK ALAŞIMLARINDA GERİLME PLASTİK KARARSIZLIĞI VE BOYUN VERME İNCELEMESİ

İli, Volkan
Yüksek Lisans, Makina Mühendisliği
Tez Danışmanı: Prof. Dr. Haluk Darendeliler

Eylül 2019, 179 sayfa

Gerilme plastik kararsızlığı bir ürünün kullanım ömür veya test edilmesi sırasında belirli bir bölgesinde büyük miktarlarda şekil değişimi meydana gelmesi sonucu oluşan deformasyon modu olarak tanınır. Malzemelerin gerilme plastik kararsızlığını ve boyun verme davranışını tahmin etmek için önerilen yöntemleri değerlendirirken üretilen çeşitli çalışmalar yayınlanmıştır. Çeşitli numuneleri kıyaslamak için araştırmalar yapılmak için araştırmalar yapılmış olmasına rağmen, bu çalışmaların bir çoğu farklı malzeme, geometrileri ve test yöntemleri hakkında karşılaştırmalı sonuçları kapsamamaktadır.

Gerilme plastik kararsızlığı ve boyun verme tahmin yöntemlerinin verimi, doğruluğu ve etkinlikleri sonlu elemanlar analiz sonuçları kullanılarak tartışılmıştır. Yöntemlerin herhangi bir plastik şekillendirme analizinde uygulanabilecek şekilde genellenmesi tezin bir başka odak noktasıdır.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Gerilme Plastik Kararsızlığı, Boyun Verme Tahmini, Çekme Testi, Derin Çekme İşlemi, Sonlu Elemanlar Analizi
To The Keys That Move Mankind Forward, Perseverance And Hope
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

Tensile plastic instability in metals is a mode of unstable deformation caused by the imbalance between increase in mechanical strength due to hardening and increase in stress due to thinning. On the other hand, necking, as a tensile plastic instability, refers to the rapid thinning in long and narrow specimens. Thus, the localized thinning phenomenon is referred as tensile plastic instability in deep drawing process; whereas, it is attributed as necking in tensile tests in this thesis.

Since Considère published the basic criterion for necking in 1885, tensile plastic instability and necking in metal forming and testing operations have received an enormous amount of attention in scientific and engineering literature [1]. There are two main reasons behind: Necking is an important indicator of material properties and it usually points an incoming material failure. Until last decade, the main focus had been on representing the material deformation in plastic region precisely and accurately. As important as this, the time and the deformation stage at which uniform deformation of the specimen becomes concentrated into a certain region are of utmost interest for the proper description of material resistance under a given load. Many authors have simulated plastic instability of tensile test, deep drawing, Nakazima test, tube bending, bulge testing, dome stretching and hydroforming. However, researchers have recently focused more on the methods to predict it. Consequently, prediction of the plastic instability and necking formation of components remains an active research topic.

Because the outputs in this field is growing, it is important to have sound foundations for the methods applied. Are they only applicable to certain materials, specimen
geometries, test types or modeling approaches? Are they effective any time or do some requirements exist to employ these procedures? Which methods are more effective or practical than others?

These questions are still tough and need answers after having scientific evidence or proof. The starting points of this thesis are the aforementioned questions and curiosity.

1.2. Background

In engineering or material science, tensile plastic instability and necking phenomena occur during a deformation process when relatively large amount of strain is concentrated into a small region of specimen. In other words, tensile plastic instability occurs when the rate of work hardening is lower than the flow stress along a tested part under stress. Different materials and different application types reveal different tensile plastic instability characteristics; yet, the fundamental concepts are similar in most processes. Still, many different approaches have been derived to explain tensile plastic instability behavior of materials. Although several tensile plastic instability and necking criteria have been used in literature, some restrictions limit their implementations. This study aims to conduct experimental and numerical analysis to oversee universality, accuracy, precision of the methods as well as their restrictions.

Tensile and deep drawing processes are selected to apply the methods because they are widely used and accepted experiments; moreover, the results can easily be utilized in further studies.

1.2.1. Tensile Testing of Metals

Simple tension test (also known as uniaxial tensile test) is a classical method used to plot stress-strain curve of metallic materials. It is one of the most important tests in mechanical engineering technology since it provides detailed information on a material in a relatively inexpensive and practical/versatile procedure. This test elongates the material to its limits in one direction. During the test, some physical
properties of the material (such as shape) are changed as well as the internal structure. The results allow the researchers and engineers to compare different materials independent of the size and weight. Tensile test outputs reveal strength and ductility characteristics of a specimen. Some resulting mechanical properties such as modulus of elasticity, yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and Poisson’s ratio are used in material selection, quality control, material development and design under not only axial loading but also other types of load types such as torsion, bending and their combinations.

Tensile test specimen geometry can vary depending on the procedure and purpose of the test. Two types of tension test specimens are used; namely, round or cylindrical specimen and sheet or flat specimen.

Tension test methods and specimen dimensions are standardized by several organizations such as American Society for Testing and Materials International (ASTM), International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS). In this work, ASTM E8/E8M-16a: Standard Test Methods for Tension Testing of Metallic Materials is to be taken as basis [2].

There are alternative tensile test machine types in use. In electro-mechanical machines, the displacement of one head is obtained by the rotation of spindles. On the other hand, in hydraulic machines, oil pressure is exploited to acquire the desired displacement. Lastly, the displacement is attained through linear electricity motors in electro-dynamic test machines.

The standard procedure of the tensile test is placing a sample between two fixtures and applying load to extend it until failure. The load is exerted to the material at one end while the other end is fixed. The load is kept increasing while the change in length and cross-section of the material is being recorded. In some cases, displacement of the moving fixture is controlled rather than the applied load. As the test commences, stress applied on the specimen is proportional to strain until proportional limit. In this region, the deformation is reversible.
If the specimen is loaded beyond elastic limit, plastic flow occurs, the curve deviates from the elastic linear line and the further deformation becomes permanent. Elastic limit is hard to detect for many materials; hence, 0.2% strain offset method is usually utilized to acquire yield point. If the load keeps increasing at yield point, the material hardens, and stress increases until ultimate strength. The plastic deformation strengthens the material, which is referred as work or strain hardening. If the load on the specimen is removed, elastic strain is recovered. After reaching ultimate load, an important phenomenon called necking takes place as in Figures 1.1(a)-(c) [3]. Thereafter, gradually decreasing load levels are sufficient to deform the specimen further.

![Figure 1.1.](image)

*Figure 1.1. (a)-(c) Consecutive stress conditions in a necked region in tension test, (d) Tension specimen and macroscopic tensile deformation behavior [3]*

Necking results from an instability during tensile deformation when a material's cross-sectional area decreases by a greater proportion than the material strain hardens. The complex stress-state resulting from the instability in the necking region is shown in Figure 1.1(d) [3]. Figure 1.2 illustrates true and nominal stress-strain curves, which are compared with work-hardening rate [3]. This plot indicates there is a balance between work-hardening and cross-sectional area reduction until onset of necking. Afterwards, cross-section reduction dominates the work-hardening, resulting in a rapid dimension change in a particular region. The intersection point of true stress and work-hardening rate curves remarks the onset of necking. Micro-voids are formed in
necked region, they grow and join each other. Finally, at fracture point, the specimen fails and breaks into two parts.

*Figure 1.2. True and nominal stress–strain curve in which the work-hardening rate is plotted to indicate the onset of necking [3]*

There are several factors that affect the stress-strain curve obtained from tensile tests. Material of the specimen is a factor, whose distinctive affect can be illustrated on tensile testing of low-carbon steel specimens such as mild steel. A phenomenon called Lüders band is detected in such tests. Geometry of the specimen is another important critical factor in tensile testing e.g. sheet specimens undergo different phases than rod specimens. The phenomenon occurring at ultimate strength is sometimes referred to as diffuse necking as shown in Figure 1.3 [4].

*Figure 1.3. The typical load-displacement curve of a tensile test with flat specimen [4]*

Although a complicated triaxial stress state is observed in diffuse necking, the neck spreads parallel to specimen cross section. Diffuse necking is common for both round specimens with circular cross-section and flat specimens with rectangular cross-
section. Flat specimens undergo localized necking shortly after diffuse necking is observed. In localized necking of sheets, neck propagation is concentrated in a band which is at a certain angle to specimen cross section as in Figure 1.4(b) [5].

![Figure 1.4. Development of (a) diffuse necking and (b) localized necking in tensile test of sheet metals [5]](image)

Fracture of the material in flat specimens occurs within the same region as localized necking. The onset of localized necking is usually very close to fracture point (Figure 1.3) [4].

Isotropic material assumption is compatible with bar specimen experiment models, since the mentioned uniformity is a natural result of extrusion process during production stage. On the other hand, the strip specimens may have significantly different properties when cut along different directions on raw sheet.

1.2.2. Deep Drawing Processing of Metals

There are several metal forming operations utilized such forging, rolling, extrusion, drawing and deep drawing which is defined as [6],

“Deep drawing is a method of forming under compressive and tensile conditions whereby a sheet metal blank is transformed into a hollow cup, or a hollow cup is transformed into a similar part of smaller dimensions without any intention of altering the sheet thickness.”

Beverage cans, sinks, cooking pots, ammunition shell containers, pressure vessels, auto panels and parts are commonly fabricated with deep drawing.
Deep drawing is a compression-tension process. In deep drawing process, after the specimen is clamped between blank holder and die, the punch moves through those parts. The flange of sheet metal is compressed with blank holder throughout the operation to prevent wrinkling and control the process. The force and the feed rate of the punch are crucial to obtain the desired final cup shape with acceptable level of defects. Note that lubricants must be applied to prevent friction damages between punch and the specimen and other contact areas, as mentioned before. Fracture is the ultimate failure type and can be caused by excessive punch displacement or velocity, mal-practices such as no lubricant usage, and ill-applied blank holder position and force. Furthermore, the friction force caused by the blank holder and die surfaces restrains the undesired material flow. On the other hand, if the blank force is beyond certain limits, fracture might be observed before the necessary cup height is acquired [7].

The primary deformation zones can be identified as in Figure 1.5: Zones 1-2 refer to the flange which experience axial compression, radial tension, circumferential compression [8].

![Figure 1.5](image1.png)

*Figure 1.5. (a) Cross section view of a typical deep drawing process with forces exerted (b) Deformation zones and types of the blank during deep drawing [8]*
Zone 3 is the die corner radius which is exposed to bending and friction. Zone 4 is the wall of the cup where tension is dominant and has high potential of fracture. Zone 5 is the punch corner radius which is affected by bending and friction. Lastly, Zone 6 touches to the flat circular bottom which is only enforced by friction and thus record near zero strain.

Since it is a commonly used sheet metal forming process, deep drawing is frequently used to evaluate the tensile plastic instability and fracture prediction methods.

1.2.3. Methods to Predict the Onset of Instability

In this thesis work, several criteria for necking/tensile plastic instability prediction will be utilized; namely:

- Equivalent plastic strain rate ratio
- Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain
- Maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain
- Maximum punch force

1.3. Objectives of the Research

The primary objective of this thesis is to conduct a comprehensive study about tensile plastic instability and necking characteristics and their applications to the solid mechanics problems. Instability prediction phenomenon has been investigated a number of works; yet, this study aims to determine reliable, accurate and flexible methods with a series of experimental and numerical procedures.

Different test methods, different material and specimen shapes may require unique practices to predict the onset of instability. This thesis study involves numerical simulations and experiments of two operations; uniaxial tensile test and deep drawing process, two materials; Al2024T3 aluminum and S235JR steel, two specimen types; cylindrical and sheet and three cross-section geometries; straight, tapered and notched.
As a result, the onset of necking or tensile plastic instability for each case will be understood deeply and the predictions will be assessed on the basis of the outcomes.

The main reasons behind the choice of tensile test and deep drawing process are that they are traditional, widely used and the results can be applicable to many other applications. Obtaining a foresight on the necking/instability prediction will enlighten plastic deformation characteristics of metals further and material failure as well.

Lastly, this thesis aims to predict instability properties of specimens so that production and testing procedures in real-life can be optimized in terms of time, cost and quality.

1.4. Scope of the Thesis

First, an exhaustive literature survey is conducted so that the methods to predict necking and tensile plastic instability can be gathered and assessed along with the associated challenges, problems and results. According to the evaluations, some methods are chosen to apply in FEA.

Then, process details and results of the experiments will be presented. 12 different tensile test specimens are prepared. Similarly, sheet metal specimens of aluminum undergo cylindrical cup, square cup and round bottom drawing processes.

Next, finite element (FE) simulations are run for each case and all prediction methods are going to be employed. Note that the simulation processes are carried out in a commercial software. In those analysis, accuracy, validity and generality of the methods are investigated.

In the literature, there are few studies that implement methods to predict onset of necking. It is even rarer to find records comparing them. Lastly, almost all of the necking prediction works are limited to one material type, one specimen type or one testing type. To the author’s best knowledge, none of the resources in literature utilizes and compares straight, tapered and notched specimens from necking prediction point of view.
1.5. Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters.

In Chapter I, an introduction has been made. Motivation and background information for technical notions are given along with objectives, scope and outline of the thesis.

In Chapter II, an overview of the associated literature is written. Many sub-topics such as tests, materials, simulation and analysis techniques are touched and provided with researches and developments in academic world.

In Chapter III, theoretical formulation and constitutive models are explained. Some generic formulations are given; then, tensile plastic instability and necking prediction techniques have been constructed.

In Chapter IV, the experiments; namely, tensile test and deep drawing processes with different specimens are described and depicted step-by-step. Many figures have been generated so that different combinations of results can be compared and contrasted.

In Chapter V, FE model of both tensile test and deep drawing process on commercial software are expressed and portrayed.

In Chapter VI, results of FE analysis are put forward as well as some comments and discussions points.

In Chapter VII, a conclusion section is provided on the current study. In the other subsection, possible future work subjects are also presented.

As the last part, references and appendices are stated.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Tensile testing is a mechanical test type receiving close review for long times. Since humanity settled in permanent structures in Neolithic age, the strength of materials such as softwoods, hardwoods, stones have been under close investigation. As a result, Greek, Egyptian, Roman and Norman civilizations had frankly comprehended material properties based on experience [9]. Nonetheless, the first documented evidence of tensile test dates to Leonardo Da Vinci, a famous scientist and artist of Renaissance period. His work “Testing the strength of iron wires of various lengths” displayed he used iron wires of different length and diameter to suspend a basket filled with sand [10].

First modern tensile test machines originate from 19th century, and the first standards for tensile test were published in first half of 20th century [9].

According to the literature survey, a large and growing body of literature has investigated tensile testing of metallic materials. Because this testing is widely accepted and very flexible so that the results can be employed in other tests; uniaxial tensile testing is to be the starting point for this work.

To begin with, material types to be tested must be discussed. The mechanical behavior of mostly used elements such as aluminum, iron, copper, zinc is of broad and current interest. Yet, alloys composed of these elements have exhibited higher performance than their pure forms. Consequently, the most common materials in the tensile test literature are alloys of steel, aluminum and copper. Steel is a significant alloy, it is consumed extensively in construction, transportation and machinery industries. In last decades, much more information has become available on steel specimen analysis due to the studies of Zhang [11] (BB503 steel), Le Van et al. [12] (XC48C steel), Cabezas
et al. [13] and Careglio et al. [14] (SAE 1045 steel), Mirone [15] (20MnMoNi55 steel), Tu et al. [16] (20MnMoNi55 steel, AISI 304 steel and FE 430 steel), Farahnak et al. [17] (DC01 mild steel), Lumelskyj et al. [18] (DC04 grade steel), Coppieters et al. [19] and Manopulo et al. [20] (DC05 mild steel), Kamaya et al. [21] (316L stainless steel), Ahn et al. [22] (409L stainless steel), Merklein et al. [23] (HX260 steel), Kim et al. [24] (A533B RPV steel), Kolasangiani et al. [25] (SS304L stainless steel), Galpin et al. [26] (DP450 steel), Min et al. [27] and Min et al. [28] (MP980 steel and DP600 steel), Li et al. [4] (DP780 steel), Abbassi et al. [29] (S360 steel, Bao et al. [30] (430 steel), Saboori et al. [31] (Grade 321 stainless steel), Morales-Palme et al. [32] (1008 AK steel), and Kweon et al. [33] (SA-508 low alloy steel). Such a diversity in material selection is owing to the fact that different industries and applications specialize in different material compositions. Indeed, scientific curiosity drives the researchers to work on as many different materials as possible.

Many construction products are being made of S235JR steel including beams, pipes, rods, plates used in bridges, towers, plants etc. Moreover, non-building structures such as bridges involve many parts made of S235JR, that is a mild, low-carbon steel [34].

In the second place, a considerable amount of literature has been published on aluminum alloys. Aluminum alloys are extensively utilized in aerospace, automotive, electrical and marine applications. Related studies include Zhang et al. [35] (5086 aluminum alloy), Banabic et al. [36] and Barata de Rocha et al. [37] and [38] (5182-O aluminum alloy), Drotleff et al. [39] (6014 aluminum alloy), Merklein et al. [23] and Galpin et al. [26] and Manopulo et al. [20] (6016 aluminum alloy), Hyun et al. [5] (6061 aluminum alloy), Butuc et al. [40] (6016-T4 aluminum alloy), Min et al. [4] and Min et al. [28] (6022 T4 aluminum alloy), Korsunsky et al. [41] and Garcia-Garino et al. [42] (6082 aluminum alloy), Duan et al. [43] (5754-O aluminum alloy), Reyes et al. [44] (2008 T4 and 6111 T4 aluminum alloys), Srit et al. [45] (6181 T4 and 6111 T4 aluminum alloys), Jaamialahmadi et al. [46] (6016 T4 and 6111 aluminum alloys), Abovyan et al. [47] (5182 and 5754 aluminum alloys), Martinez-Donaire et al. [48] (7075-O aluminum alloy), Yu et al. [49] (5456, 7017 and 2040 aluminum alloys),
Morales-Palme et al. [32] (6010 and 7075-O aluminum alloys), Elyasi et al. [50] (8112 aluminum alloy), Lokoschenko et al. [51] (D16T aluminum alloy) and lastly Pham et al. [52] (5052-O and 6016 T4 aluminum alloys). There are many different types of aluminum alloys investigated in the literature; still, majority of the experiments are conducted with steel specimens.

Widespread application areas of Al2024T3 include aircraft structural components, aircraft fittings, hardware, truck wheels and other parts in transportation industry. Some components that are made of Al2024T3 are hydraulic valve bodies, missile parts, munitions, nuts or pistons [53].

Although steel and aluminum alloys are the most sought-after materials in the tensile test resources, other materials do also exist. A notable example is copper alloys. This can be illustrated by Ling [54] (C51100, C52100, C26000, C10200, C17510 copper alloys), Sing et al. [55] (C260 copper alloy), Yuan et al. [56] (pure copper), and Sene et al. [57] (C194 copper alloy). Copper alloys are good electricity conductors and are also widely used in architecture, automotive, machined products and telecommunication applications.

From tensile plastic instability prediction point of view, there are several possible experiments to work on. In this regard, tensile test is one of the most prominent and prevailing methods. Tensile test experiments with round or cylindrical specimens had been conducted in following studies: Zhang [11], Brünig [58], Cabezas et al. [13], Mirone [15], García-Garino et al. [42], Joun et al. [59], Yuan et al. [56], Eom et al. [60], Tabourot et al. [61], Yu et al. [49], Murata et al. [62], Tu et al. [16], Kweon et al. [33], Lokoschenko et al. [51], and Hu et al. [63].

In the literature, many attempts have been made to examine sheet or strip specimens with rectangular cross section undergoing tensile testing. Researchers such as Rao et al. [65], Cabezas et al. [13], Dumoulin et al. [66], Tabourot et al. [67], Korsunsky et al. [41], Zhang et al. [35], Coppieters et al. [19], Kim et al. [24], Hyun et al. [5], Kolasangiani et al. [25], Abbassi et al. [29], Kamaya et al. [21], Bao et al. [30], Sene
et al. [57], Saboori et al. [31], Farahnak et al. [17], Li et al. [4], Pham et al. [52], Shimizu et al. [68], Hu et al. [63] and Drotleff et al. [39] has worked on tensile testing on flat specimens.

Sheet metals have widespread use in many areas like aerospace, ground vehicles, electronics enclosures, home appliances, medical equipments etc. In this connection, mechanical behaviors of sheet metals are investigated through not only tensile tests, but also Nakazima [17,18,28,47,48,52,63,69], Marciniak [27,28,35,70,71], deep drawing [22,37,39,45,57,72–75], stretch bending [48], dome stretching [76] and circular bulge tests [26]. One of the aims of this thesis is to apply the instability prediction results of tensile test in another test to validate, compare and contrast the performed approaches. In that sense, deep drawing process is selected since it is also very important and common process in metal forming operations.

Measurement and data collection methods in experiments are crucial. Until last decade, contact-type extensometers had been used more widely. However, in recent years visual or optical methods become more common because of some limitations of contact-type extensometers such as potential damage on the sensor during material fracture. Digital Image Correlation is an optical method that allows image-analysis by comparing images of test specimen throughout the experiment. Based on the tracking and registering the reference geometries on test specimen; this technique can be used in a variety of tests such as tensile, torsion, bending etc. to record numerous parameters like displacement, strain, vibration, contour, deformation. In the literature, one can notice visual methods such as DIC, thermograph, laser displacement mater, luminance distribution and electronics speckle pattern interferometry. The resources that they are utilized as [4,17,49,51,52,57,61,62,66,67,70,74,19,77,21,23,28,29,31,39,48]. On the other hand, some innovative approaches such as Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) or Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry (DSPI) [30,78], Luminance Distribution Method [68] and Laser Displacement Mater [68] exist.

FE model of tensile test is another crucial subject to be touched.
Much of the current literature on FE analysis exploits commercial softwares to carry out FE analysis. The most common examples are ABAQUS™ [16,24,61,63,67,70,71,73,79–82,25,83,29,33,37,49,50,54,57] and ANSYS LS-DYNA™ [26,31,44,46,47,62,64,76]. FE analysis softwares provide virtual testing through model simulations. They allow the users to build flexible models which can be adjusted to different conditions easily. Furthermore, the FE models constructed through commercial softwares can be optimized according to many factors like computation time and degree of accuracy.

Next, researchers in the literature have performed different approaches to geometric configurations of tensile test specimen models to be solved with FE analysis. To reduce the time spent on the analysis, some specimens are modeled partially, i.e. only half or quarter of the specimen is represented within the simulation. This approach gives accurate and precise results only if the symmetry conditions are defined appropriately. Furthermore, many researchers preferred to include grip region of the specimen, where the jaws, clamps or vices of the tensile test machine hold the specimen at both ends. Nevertheless, a number of authors have reported to work only on gauge region of the specimen and represent the grip region effects through boundary conditions. They had to compromise between computation time and closeness of the model to real life experiment.

Axisymmetric FE models are very commonly used to build round specimens in digital environment. When compared to 3D models, axisymmetric 2D models provide a significant simplification resulting in reduction of time spent. Cylindrical cross-section tensile test specimens can be constructed in 2D as whole-body including grip region [58]. In some other instances, full-gauge zone [60], half-specimen covering only gauge region [84] and quarter-specimen covering only gauge region [11,12,87,13,16,42,59,62,79,85,86] have been examined. 3D models of quarter of the specimen with grip zone [33,83,88] are also commonly applied.
Several studies investigating 2D FE analysis of strip specimens undergoing tension test modeled have simulated only a half of the gauge region [89] or quarter of the gauge region [82,90]. Along with those, there are some cases in which a quarter of the specimen with grip region [54] have been focused. In addition, 3D FE structures have been modeled for whole-specimen including grip zone [5,29,31], whole-specimen gauge zone [61], quarter-specimen with grip region [66,67], one-eighth-specimen (half of the quarter) [24,88] as well as half of the gauge region in thickness [35] and one-eighth of the gauge region [13].

Another issue of FE model is the choice of geometrically perfect or imperfect specimen. The onset of necking occurs at a random position within the gauge zone if the specimen has ideally cylindrical or rectangular cross-section. There are three main styles for round bars; perfectly cylindrical or straight specimens [11,12,54,85,86,88,89], tapered specimens [45] and notched specimens [11,12,16,62,79]. Likewise, for the sheet specimens there are three main approaches; perfectly rectangular cross-section [88], tapered cross section [13] and specimen with artificial imperfection [35].

The yield point detection is another issue; in that regard von Mises criterion [11,15,91,17,40,59,60,62,66,84,85] and Tresca criterion [84,92,93] are utilized in majority of resources. On the other hand, in plastic region there are several approaches to describe the trend of work-hardening; or based on that, stress-strain relationship. Many constitutive relations have been derived to represent the behavior of the material in plastic region such as Hollomon, Swift, Voce, and Ludwik’s Laws. Some related references are as follows: Hollomon’s equation or power law [26,42,43,55,59,64,85,87,88], Swift’s law [19,21,29,40,62,88,94], Ludwik’s law [86], and Voce’s law [43,62,82,92,95]. These constitutive models all define a homogeneous deformation and can cover both pre-necking and post-necking regions. As a deduction from the literature review, it can be said that the constitutive models are more accurate in pre-necking region than post-necking region. In addition, the
hardening models are generally coupled with a damage criterion to demonstrate the full behavior of the specimen from elastic region until fracture.

As explained previously, necking is an instability phenomenon observed during plastic deformation and has been investigated in numbers of works for its modeling and numerical computation. Although Considère determined the basic criteria for necking in 1885; many pioneering and currently valid papers related with necking geometry date back to the 1950’s [1]. Bridgman published Large Plastic Flow and Fracture in 1952 where he developed a correction method to simplify the complex stress state in necking region of the rod-shaped tensile specimen [96].

A variety of methods have been developed to detect the onset of necking or instability in manufacturing, testing or product usage life. The main approaches can be categorized as spatial methods, temporal methods, spatio-temporal methods and analytical methods [28]. A method can also be classified as local if it is evaluating certain parameters in a specific portion of the component or as global if it is working on the whole part.

In spatial methods, the strain or another geometrical property over the specimen body is observed and some instability indicators are sought.

One approach under spatial method classification is to examine the number of unloaded or discharged elements. After the onset of plastic instability, strain increment is localized in critical zone and the remaining portions of the specimen experience a sudden drop in stress. Tabourot et al. [67] compared two consecutive stress state values of each element. They deducted that if the difference is greater than zero, the element is loaded; otherwise, it is unloaded. When there is a sharp increase in the number of unloaded elements, onset of tensile plastic instability is determined. The same application is also used in Tabourot et al. [61], where they worked on tensile test simulation with C68 steel sheet metal to detect the onset of necking. Since the load is uniaxial, only the stress values of selected elements along a line in the load direction are compared. Number of unloaded elements method has also been utilized by Sene
et al. [57] for simple tension and biaxial expansion tests. Next, dome-stretching tests has been studied in the paper of Li et al. [76]. It is indicated that if the major and minor strains of an element have no simultaneous change, the element is assumed to be outside of the necked or instability region. Zhang et al. [97] modeled Nakazima test and investigated the elongation quantity when the major strain is suddenly reduced to zero to detect onset of tensile plastic instability. Brünig [58] predicted the onset of necking of tensile test in terms of elongation; he also examined the effect of different boundary conditions on necking.

Bridgman proposed to measure some geometrical dimensions of the instability region (such as curvature radius) to detect necking during a tensile test experiment and several many authors applied similar techniques [27,51,96]. Shimizu et al. [68] utilized different visual techniques to detect necking; namely, measurement of surface shape by laser displacement mater, measurement of difference in strain between different gauge lengths and luminance distribution of specimen surface. There are also some methods that observe specimen parameters smaller than macro-level. Furushima et al. [98] and Romanova et al. [99] measured surface roughening behavior in experiment and modeled in FEA. That method is stated to detect necking earlier than macro-level observation methods. Some other researchers such as Boudeau et al. [100], Bettaieb et al. [101], Yoon et al. [79], Franz et al. [102] and Akpama et al. [103] defined and traced the mechanisms of material crystallography or slip systems.

Another spatial method is to determine a critical strain value for the onset of instability. In the work of Situ et al. [45], critical major strain is assumed to be the point where one of the two neighboring elements experience a rapid increase in its strain.

Calibration by experiments is also practiced to predict necking. Drotleff et al. [39] constructed a 3D surface corresponding to major strain, minor strain and equivalent strain by using data from 27 tensile test experiments. The curve is exploited to predict localized necking. In the article of Kim et al. [24], the predictions of force and
displacement are conducted iteratively by calculating the error between the experimental data and FE simulation data.

The plot of current to initial diameter ratio vs. engineering deformation has been used to detect onset of necking for round bar tensile test experiment [13]. The same figure is also exploited in the article of García-Garino et al. [42]. For sheet metal tensile tests, Cabezas et al. [13] plotted current to initial thickness ratio vs. engineering deformation and current to initial width ratio vs. engineering deformation curves. A sudden change of the curve trend is assumed to be onset of necking. Another analysis specific to flat and rectangular cross-section specimens is minor-to-major strain ratio that has been performed in the paper belongs to Zhang et al. [70]. In transition of strain path criterion, they compared minor-to-major strain ratio change curves of two elements on a Nakazima test specimen and detected a dissimilar evolution at the onset of tensile plastic instability. One element has converged to zero; yet, the other one has gone under instability condition. Hyun et al. [5] marked both diffuse and localized necking on minor-to-major strain ratio graphs. Lastly, aspect ratio approach has been adopted in the work of Niordson et al. [90]; the critical ratio of length and width of the strip-type specimen is taken as 10 in that report.

The second group of instability prediction methods is referred to as temporal or time-dependent methods. In these methods, first and second time derivatives of crucial parameters -other than spatial types- are perused. If the expected increase or a peak value is obtained, the onset of instability phenomenon is assumed to be recorded.

One of the earliest studies of this category belongs to Considère [1]; the resulting criterion states that diffuse necking occurs when the maximum force is reached during a uniaxial tension test. This method is also accredited as Maximum Force Criterion (MFC) in some resources and it is the most commonly performed approach in this category. Some studies plotted the force vs. time, force vs. strain or force vs. punch displacement graphs and looked for the peak point of force value to detect instability [16,17,42,43,66,70,86,106]; whereas, some other studies equated the derivative of
force to zero and benefited from this equation in further derivations [31,32,51,55,63,91,94,110,111]. In several resources, maximum value of stress instead of force is examined with the same purpose [33,49,56,112]. Le Van et al. [12] used MFC total Lagrangian FE formulation instead of Eulerian approach. Similarly, Careglio et al. [14] attained necking by embedding MFC into both updated and total Lagrangian FE formulations. The MFC method can also be utilized in power form [113]. Next, certain researchers worked on MFC for improvements. Swift [114] modified Considère criterion to cover biaxial loadings; then, Hill [115] modified it to predict localized necking in rigid-plastic models. Hora et al. [116,117] proposed Modified Maximum Force Criteria (MMFC) to detect localized necking for sheet metal applications. It is thoroughly utilized in various contributions [20,36,52,63]. Moreover, Enhanced Modified Maximum Force Criteria is also established to include the thickness effect in the formulation [77]. Aretz et al. [118] has applied a critical value to major force per unit width which is taken as onset of necking.

Some attempts have been made to predict the onset of tensile plastic instability through formulations which exploit critical shear stress value obtained from uniaxial or biaxial tests [44,77].

Several sound formulations in the media are based on the second time derivative of strain, also known as strain acceleration. Maximum value of the strain acceleration is assumed necessary and sufficient to observe necking on the specimen body [18,23,45,63,70,73,80,106,119]. These works have common characteristics; they applied strain acceleration method on either thickness strain or major principle strain of sheet metal forming processes. Furthermore, in those references second temporal evolution of strain is plotted against time (Except Zhang et al. [70] that used principal strains). An important note here is that Situ et al. [45] compared Bragard Criterion, critical major strain criterion and maximum strain acceleration criterion and found that the latter one provided more definite and physically meaningful onset of localization.
Abovyan et al. [47] has determined critical values for second time derivative of the major strain difference between two adjacent elements. Unlike the second time derivative of one mesh element, this method compares two separate elements’ difference which continuously increase during an analysis. Thus, the resulting plot required a specific threshold to detect necking.

Not as common as strain acceleration, but strain rate or first derivative of strain with respect to time is also utilized in the literature [47,48]. Similarly, researchers look for a significant change in the slope of strain vs. time graph. Zhang et al. [70], Chalal et al. [73] and Lumelskyj et al. [119] have taken the thickness strain evolution as the tensile plastic instability indicator. Thickness strain vs. time plots of sheet metals have different courses before and after the initiation of tensile plastic instability phenomenon. Thus, they fitted two curves on these portions of the plot and the intersection of these curves are accepted to represent the onset of instability. Pepelnjack et al. [71] and Kolasangiani et al. [25] compared thickness strain vs. time, first time derivative of thickness strain vs. time and second time derivative of thickness strain vs. time plots; nevertheless, they did not apply a curve fitting procedure to find the necking initiation point. Recently, Zahedi et al. [120] worked on instability prediction of AA1050 aluminum and 1100 copper laminated sheets through maximum value of thickness strain rate as previously applied by Martínez-Donaire et al. [48].

In addition to aforementioned temporal methods, several other techniques are based on ratio of critical parameters. The most common example of is this approach is strain rate ratio of two separate elements. Marciniak-Kuczynski (M-K) analysis technique was first published in 1967 by Marciniak et al. [105] and there has been many studies which exploited strain rate ratio since then. Recently, the critical strain rate ratio for the onset of necking has been taken as 10 [37,38,40,106,107], 7 [35,36,70], and 5 [108] in different resources. Furthermore, Aretz [109] has compared plastic strain increment of one element with total thickness increment of another element; hence, the user-defined critical ratio is assumed to became 100. Elyasi et al. [50] could decide a ratio of approximately 2.5 is enough by experience on tube bending test. The
expressed ratio thresholds are mostly obtained directly from the literature and in some cases the analyst depends on his/her experience.

As a type of temporal methods, necking or tensile plastic instability time has been computed based on ductile fracture criteria; necking-to-fracture time ratios of the test processes have been researched [25,51].

In the report of Galpin et al. [26], they have performed an Experimental-Numerical Method (ENM) to predict necking. In this hybrid approach, the second time derivative of the ratio between the loads obtained from experiment and simulation is observed for a clear change in the plot trend.

The third class of necking prediction methods is spatio-temporal methods. As the name suggests, in these methods both spatial (position or displacement) and temporal changes in specimen are exploited to predict the onset of necking. For instance, Martínez-Donaire et al. [48] investigated temporal evolution of the displacement profile in a Nakazima experiment. They corroborated that when only a portion of the specimen undergoes to rapid thickness reduction, the displacement curves drawn at different elongation quantities will first flatten, and then have a well-like shape. Additionally, the shape of first spatial derivative of displacement at different elongation quantities changes its pattern. Another work which utilized regarded under spatio-temporal methods has been reported by Min et al. [27]. They predicted the dimples on specimen surface during Marciniak test, which is the indicator of localized necking. The position of the dimple initiation is calibrated by experimental data obtained by Digital Image Correlation (DIC) methods. Then, they improved the method to involve the out-of-plane deformations as in the case of Nakazima tests [28].

The last category to predict tensile plastic instability and necking phenomena can be referred to as analytical methods. Under this general name, there are sub-categories such as curve fitting, bifurcation approach and instability or perturbation approach. Physically, a system is considered stable if a small disturbance in initial conditions
does not amplify or diverge with increasing time. On the other hand, bifurcation refers to the loss of uniqueness of solutions of a given boundary problem [121].

In 1972, Bragard et al. [104] defined Bragard criterion, in which a quadratic curve fitting is applied to major and minor strains of selected points. The vertex of major strain and corresponding minor strain are taken as limit strains. This method is prone to errors since the curve formula can change with the selection of different points.

General bifurcation criterion has been investigated first by Drucker [122] and Hill [123]; they have studied on loss of uniqueness for the solution of the boundary value problem. Afterwards, limit-point bifurcation theory has been published by Valanis [124], which is less conservative than general bifurcation approach. It has also been shown that, for associative elasto-plasticity, limit-point bifurcation coincides with general bifurcation [95]. Bifurcation method has also been used by Rudnicki et al. [125] and Rice [126] to predict localized necking in strip samples which has been known as loss of ellipticity. Subsequently, Bigoni et al. [127] and Neilsen et al. [93] has assessed loss of strong ellipticity approach; while after Chalal et al. [106] carried out the same approach. Le Van et al. [12] performed bifurcation solution to round bar tensile test with a Lagrangian formulation. Zhang et al. [70] found two different trends in thickness evolution curve, and the intersection point of these bifurcation branches is taken as onset of necking. Recently, Bouktir et al. [82] used bifurcation criterion to obtain a lower bound for diffuse necking prediction and loss of ellipticity criterion to obtain upper bound for localized necking prediction. Four major types of bifurcation methods are well described by Bouktir and coworkers [82]. To begin with, loss of ellipticity and loss of strong ellipticity methods can only be used to predict localized necking which is not the main purpose of this study. Note that general bifurcation and limit point bifurcation methods can predict both diffuse and localized necking. General bifurcation theory generate more conservative results than its special case, limit point bifurcation method [82,128]. In addition, limit point bifurcation and Maximum Force Criterion are based on similar assumptions and their results agree well [128].
Finally, the next sub-category of analytical methods to predict necking is instability criteria or the associated perturbation analysis. In these methods, the users apply stability analysis on local equilibrium equations. The first reference to stability belongs to Lyapunov [129], the mathematical stability results can be applied to the evolution of a well defined perturbation on a mechanical system in time. Many researchers applied perturbation analysis [122,123,130–137] which is especially effective in the case of thermo-viscoplastic material modeling.
CHAPTER 3

THEORY

3.1. Introduction

It is a challenge to measure true stress-strain directly from tensile test experiments. However, one can calculate the engineering stress and strain from experimental force and elongation data and then reproduce the true stress and strain easily. Assuming the stress is distributed evenly over the cross-section,

\[
\sigma_0 = \frac{F}{A_0}
\]  

where \(\sigma_0\) is the nominal or engineering stress, \(F\) is the force and \(A_0\) is the initial area. Instead of initial cross-section area, dividing the force by instantaneous cross-section area, \(A\), the true stress value, \(\sigma\), emerges as:

\[
\sigma = \frac{F}{A}
\]  

Then, the average linear nominal or engineering strain, \(\varepsilon_0\), can be expressed as:

\[
\varepsilon_0 = \frac{l - l_0}{l_0}
\]  

which can also be defined as division of change in the gauge length by the original gauge length. On the other hand, true strain, \(\varepsilon\), is expressed in terms of instantaneous change in the length of specimen so that,

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{dl}{l}
\]  

Integrating:
true/logarithmic or natural strain can be attained for any specific time during the process. The logarithmic strain is additive while nominal strain is not. True strain values are obtained by

$$\varepsilon = \ln \frac{L}{L_0} = \ln \varepsilon_0 + 1$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

In plastic deformation, since volume is assumed to remain constant, the relation between the true and engineering stress then can be found as:

$$\sigma = \sigma_0 (\varepsilon_0 + 1)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

For a process of deformation in a material under multiaxial states of stress, yield criteria define the condition for the limit of elastic state or the onset of plastic deformation. After that threshold, the material starts to flow plastically. The yield functions are generally expressed as follows:

$$f(\sigma, \alpha) = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

where $\sigma$ is the stress tensor and $\alpha$ defines hardening parameters. Thus, a yield function forms a surface in stress space. In this thesis, von Mises yield criterion is used:

$$\sigma_y = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2}(\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)^2 + (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_3 - \sigma_1)^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

with isotropic hardening rule.
3.2. Discussion about Instability Prediction Methods

Several methods to predict the onset of necking or tensile plastic instability have been introduced and examined in Literature Review chapter. Some of them are selected and applied to analyses due to a variety of reasons.

Many researchers propose to utilize visual/optical methods to observe, record, analyze and predict stable-to-unstable transitions. Usually they are under spatial methods classification. Firstly, it is still very impractical or expensive to employ those methods, even though theoretically possible. Secondly, a significant part of the testing and forming processes, such as Nakazima, deep drawing, Erichsen tests, do not allow the specimens to be visually inspected or recorded by a camera. From the generality point of view, those methods became less attractive in this study.

An active area to predict instability uses thickness strain or major/minor strain evolution. One purpose of the current work is to acquire universally valid results from the analyses and methods. Equivalent plastic strain can be calculated for any material under plastic deformation; which is not specific to sheet samples. So, this general option is employed in this work, that is equivalent plastic strain and its derivatives.

Experimental-numerical methods or criteria involving calibration through experiments are also not chosen in this work. The idea has a merit that correction of finite element analysis and predictions through experiment outputs is practical in cases such as simple tension test. Yet, those methods are challenging to apply in the existence of multi-axial stress-strains during complicated loading and part geometry conditions. Moreover, from universality perspective, the calibration experiments may be impractical or cost-inefficient in some cases.

Prediction of plastic instability or necking methods is implemented with parameters on crystallographic structures of slip systems of metallic materials. These approaches are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Spatio-temporal methods generate reliable results; yet, they are inclined to be case-specific.

Recall that three analytical methods are commonly practiced in the instability or necking prediction literature: Curve fitting, bifurcation analysis and perturbation analysis. Curve techniques are highly dependent on the selected points and therefore inclined to produce errors depending on reference data. Secondly, bifurcation methods are limited to strain rate independent materials [82,95,128,138–140]. The methods tend to yield significantly overestimating results for strain rate dependent materials [103]. Bifurcation or loss of uniqueness methods are inappropriate in the current case since both Al2024T3 and S235JR are strain rate dependent materials [53,141–144].

Consequently, the following methods are to be applied in the current work:

- Equivalent plastic strain increment ratio (local and temporal)
- Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain (local and temporal)
- Maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain (local and temporal)
- Maximum force criterion (global and temporal)

### 3.3. Derivations for Determination of Onset of Instability/Necking

The highest strain and deformation effects are localized in the region after the commencement of instability. Hence, any clear-cut change in the evolution of the criterion parameters reflects the occurrence of a change in certain characteristics of the metal, due to the onset of tensile plastic instability and necking. Generally, instability is detected with the observation of aberrantly high variable or parameter characteristics. In Figure 3.1, the general algorithm to follow for the applied criteria is illustrated.
In order to observe the change in variables of interest with respect to other independent variables, derivation relations must be established. Taylor series expansion can be properly used to derive forward, backward and central difference formulas of first and second order derivatives.

Figure 3.1. General algorithm to follow for the criteria to predict onset of necking

Sample formulation for exact Taylor series expansion of first order forward difference derivative of function \( f(t) \):

\[
\frac{df(t)}{dt} = \frac{f(t + \Delta t) - f(t)}{\Delta t} - O(\Delta t)
\]  (2.10)

Approximation is achieved by omitting \( O \) term. Note that \( t \) is the point of interest and can be time or space variable. In addition, \( \Delta t \) states the order of truncation error after omitting. Then, the approximated form of above equation appears as:
\[
\frac{df(t)}{dt} = \frac{f(t + \Delta t) - f(t)}{\Delta t} \tag{2.11}
\]

Similarly, backward difference formulation of first order derivative is

\[
\frac{df(t)}{dt} = \frac{f(t) - f(t - \Delta t)}{\Delta t} \tag{2.12}
\]

By summing up the forward and backward difference formulas, one can get the central difference formula for the first order derivative

\[
\frac{df(t)}{dt} = \frac{f(t + \Delta t) - f(t - \Delta t)}{2\Delta t} \tag{2.13}
\]

Taylor series expansions of \(f(t + \Delta t)\) and \(f(t - \Delta t)\) omit the terms \(O(\Delta t^2)\) and obtain the below equation

\[
\frac{d^2f(t)}{dt^2} = \frac{f(t + \Delta t) - 2f(t) + f(t - \Delta t)}{\Delta t^2} \tag{2.14}
\]

Then manipulations can be employed to derive second order forward difference relation:

\[
\frac{d^2f(t)}{dt^2} = \frac{f(t + 2\Delta t) - 2f(t + \Delta t) + f(t)}{\Delta t^2} \tag{2.15}
\]

and backward difference relation:

\[
\frac{d^2f(t)}{dt^2} = \frac{f(t) - 2f(t - \Delta t) + f(t - 2\Delta t)}{\Delta t^2} \tag{2.16}
\]

As a result, forward difference formulas are going to be used at first intervals and backward difference formulas are going to be used in last intervals of each analysis. In the corresponding calculations of the remaining intervals of those analysis, central
difference formulas will be used whenever possible since it provides less error than other two alternatives.

3.3.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Rate Ratio

The effective or equivalent plastic strain rate gives a measure of the amount of permanent strain in a body. For Mises plasticity, the definition of equivalent plastic strain rate is given as

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}^p = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \dot{\varepsilon}^p : \dot{\varepsilon}^p
\]  
(2.17)

In this criterion, two separate elements are compared in terms of their equivalent plastic strain rates as

\[
k_r = \frac{\left(\frac{\dot{\varepsilon}^p}{\dot{\varepsilon}^p}\right)_A}{\left(\frac{\dot{\varepsilon}^p}{\dot{\varepsilon}^p}\right)_B}
\]  
(2.18)

where \(k_r\) is the ratio between equivalent plastic strain rates of Element A and Element B. This numerical method clarifies that if the strain rate ratio of two elements reach a certain critical level, instability occurs

\[
k_c \geq k_r
\]  
(2.19)

where \(k_c\) is the critical threshold for necking to initiate. However, there are different approaches on how to select the two elements to be compared. Abovyan et al. takes the neighboring element, yet, Chalal et al. takes 5th element from the gauge center [47,106]. Recalling from the literature survey chapter, the critical ratio to predict the onset of necking is mostly taken as 10; even though there some instances of 7 and 5.

The formula of the method can be expressed explicitly for backward difference as follows:
\[ k_r = \frac{\frac{\varepsilon_p^t - \varepsilon_p^{t-1}}{\Delta t}}{\frac{\varepsilon_p^t - \varepsilon_p^{t-1}}{\Delta t}}_A = \frac{\frac{\varepsilon_p^t - \varepsilon_p^{t-1}}{\Delta t}}{\frac{\varepsilon_p^t - \varepsilon_p^{t-1}}{\Delta t}}_B \]  

(2.20)

Obviously, equivalent plastic strain rate ratio is a local criterion.

### 3.3.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain

In this approach the change in strain is calculated with respect to second derivative of time. Hence, the criterion parameter for strain acceleration in this method is obtained as:

\[ k_d = \left( \varepsilon_p^t \right)_A - \left( \varepsilon_p^t \right)_B \]  

(2.21)

or

\[ k_d = \left( \frac{d^2 \varepsilon_p^t}{dt^2} \right)_A - \left( \frac{d^2 \varepsilon_p^t}{dt^2} \right)_B \]  

(2.22)

where \( k_d \) is the difference between second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain of Element A and Element B. Note that the formula given by Abovyan et al. [47] is modified from second derivative of strain difference to difference of second derivative of strains because it is more proper to compare the change characteristics of the elements during the process evolution.

It is expected that the value is to vary with different materials and different process application procedures. This method can be used with a threshold level beyond which the specimen is to be assumed necked [47],

\[ k_c \geq k_d \]  

(2.23)

where \( k_c \) is the critical threshold for necking to initiate.
However, the algorithms used in this thesis employed a change because this formulation require strain value, $k_c$. Researchers usually select the threshold value based on their experiences or experiments. A threshold value can be weakness for a method unless selected appropriately. Instead, the algorithm in this thesis is seeking a point in the graphs where a significant change in slope is observed. Generally, if the slope of the graph increases 3 times or more in one step, that track the onset of instability. This moment is assumed to correspond the instability initiation by rapid thinning in the specimen.

Finally, the central difference approximation on this criterion gives

$$
k_d = \frac{\left( \bar{\varepsilon}_{t+1}^p - 2 \bar{\varepsilon}_t^p + \bar{\varepsilon}_{t-1}^p \right)}{\Delta t^2} A - \frac{\left( \bar{\varepsilon}_{t+1}^p - 2 \bar{\varepsilon}_t^p + \bar{\varepsilon}_{t-1}^p \right)}{\Delta t^2} B \tag{2.24}
$$

Note that if Element B is in critical region and Element A is not, the results are expected to increase in negative direction.

Similar to equivalent plastic strain rate ratio criterion; this criterion is local.

### 3.3.3. Criterion of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain

Previous sections depict two criteria which compare strain values of two separate elements. On the contrary, criterion of maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain works on the change in strain acceleration of a single element.

If instability commences, rapidly increasing deformations are observed in a small region of the analysis domain. This criterion checks the irregularly high changes in strain values at different time intervals. The method is applied on each element by inspecting the strain acceleration values at different time intervals:

$$
k_a = \bar{\varepsilon}_{t}^p \tag{2.25}
$$

where $k_a$ is the second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain of an element. When $k_a$ reaches its highest value for an element in instability region on the specimen, instability or necking is assumed to occur. Using forward difference:
This method is local. It is imperative that local criteria would be time-consuming if applied to all the elements in the mesh grid. To exploit the symmetry axes is quite important for optimization purposes; among the elements in close proximity, which are expected to exhibit similar characteristics under applied loads, only one element can be chosen that undergoes the criterion evaluation to use the resources effectively.

### 3.3.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force

Maximum reaction force or maximum punch-die force is generally obtained at the onset of necking/instability during a testing or forming process. The load value starts to drop which precedes the final fracture or failure. Therefore, the peak force can be utilized as a global criterion to predict instability or necking. Recall that

\[
F = \sigma A
\]  

(2.27)

One of the first studies belongs to Considère stated that diffuse necking occurs when the maximum force is applied to the sample [1]; thus the criterion for instability is

\[
dF = 0
\]  

(2.28)

In order to detect maximum force, both force vs. time or force vs. displacement plots can be employed. Here, the variable is force value and the master and benchmark states are two consecutive total elongations. The next state will be evaluated as long as the condition (decrease in force) is not satisfied. When the peak value of force is reached, the criterion check process ends.
CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Materials

Two different materials have been used in experimental and numerical processes; namely, Al2024T3 aluminum and S235JR steel.

Al 2024 series is a heat-treatable Al-Cu alloy and its T3 temper versions are known for their high strength, toughness and fatigue resistance. It is commonly used in structures and components where good strength-to-weight ratio is required. In the designation of Al2024T3, the first digit indicates the major alloying element (2 is for Copper), the second digit indicates alloy modification (0 is the original alloy), last two digits have no special purposes and T3 means solution heat-treated, then cold-worked.

Next, S235JR steel is used as the second material used in tensile test procedures. This steel has equivalents in European standards as EN 10025-2-2004, German Standards as R St 37-2 (old DIN 17100) and in many other countries the corresponding steel number is 1.0038. It is still known as St 37 in Turkey.

S235JR is a non-alloy structural steel. Toughness and weldability of the material is good. Although its strength capability is limited, S235JR has good cold-working properties. In the designation S indicates structural steel, 235 indicates minimum yield strength (MPa) for the thickness less than 16 mm and JR means quality grade related to Charpy impact test energy values (27J at room temperature).

Abbreviations used in order to represent experiment cases as well as FE analyses are indicated in Table 4.1. For example, the tensile test for tapered specimen of steel sheet and square cup aluminum specimen deep drawings tests are going to be referred as TT-She-St-Tpr and DDP-SC-Al, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>Uniaxial tensile test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP</td>
<td>Deep drawing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>Sheet or strip-type specimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ro</td>
<td>Round or rod-type specimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>Al2024T3 aluminum 1 mm thick sheet or 10 mm gauge cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St</td>
<td>S235JR steel 2 mm thick sheet or 10 mm gauge cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Str</td>
<td>Straight, meaning the cross-section width/radius of the specimen is constant throughout the gauge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tpr</td>
<td>Tapered, meaning the cross-section width/radius is 100% at both gauge ends, but 99% at gauge center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ntc</td>
<td>Notched, meaning the cross-section width/radius is constant except a semi-circular dent/notch of 1% at gauge center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Cylindrical cup deep drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Round bottom deep drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Square cup deep drawing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2. Tensile Test Experiments**

Time, displacement and force data have been obtained using tensile tests. By utilizing those data, percent elongation, yield strength, proportional limit, modulus of elasticity and ultimate tensile strength of each material has been recorded.

Approximately 100 data points were recorded in every second in the course of experiments. Furthermore, both the visual extensometer/camera elongation results and the mechanical crosshead data had been recorded during the experiments.

**4.2.1. Experimental Set Up**

The experimental set up used for this thesis is the MTS Landmark® Servohydraulic Testing System shown in Figure 4.1 in Middle East Technical University Civil Engineering Department. This floor-standing model has a force range of 500 kN.
4.2.2. Specimen Geometry and Material

All specimens were prepared according to ASTM E8/E8M 16a for sheet and cylindrical specimens as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively [2]. For flat specimens, sheet-type specimen dimensions on Figure 4.2 are applied [2]. For cylindrical specimens, Specimen 3 of “Five times the diameter” specimen group on Figure 4.3 is utilized [2]. Note that the dimensions are changed for production and measurement purposes in permitted range (diameter is 10 mm and gauge is 55 mm).

Figure 4.2. ASTM E8/E8M-16a Sheet specimen dimensions
Round specimens had been worked with CNC turning machine and sheet specimens had been processed by using CNC laser cutting machines.

The designations defined for strip-type and rod-type specimens used in tensile test experiments are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Tensile test sheet and round specimen number, name, material, type and defect information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Number</th>
<th>Specimen Names</th>
<th>Name of Average Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DA1, DA2, DA3</td>
<td>TT-She-Al-Str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AA1, AA2, AA3</td>
<td>TT-She-Al-Tpr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CA1, CA2, CA3</td>
<td>TT-She-Al-Ntc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DA4, DA5, DA6</td>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AA4, AA5, AA6</td>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Tpr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CA4, CA5, CA6</td>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Ntc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DS1, DS2, DS3</td>
<td>TT-She-St-Str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AS1, AS2, AS3</td>
<td>TT-She-St-Tpr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CS1, CS2, CS3</td>
<td>TT-She-St-Ntc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DS5, DS6, DS7</td>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AS4, AS5, AS6</td>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Tpr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CS4, CS5, CS6</td>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Ntc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18 different specimens have been tested for each category. In order to detect and compensate possible errors, three specimens of each type have been exposed to the
same test procedures. Sheet and cylindrical metals tabulated in Table 4.2 are made of two different materials. They can have straight rectangle cross-sections through the gauge, tapered cross-sections which has a minimum at gauge center (having a width value of 99% in length when compared two gauge ends) and notches at gauge center (semi-circles having a diameter of 1% or specimen width).

Figure 4.4 depicts the steel and aluminum specimens in part a and part b, respectively. Note that in Figure 4.4(a), all the main and spare steel specimens are shown; whereas, in Figure 4.4(b) only main aluminum flat specimens are provided.

![Figure 4.4](image)

*Figure 4.4.* Flat specimens made of (a) S235JR steel (b) Al2024T3 aluminum alloy

Similarly, all the main and spare round specimens can be seen in Figure 4.5. The difference in color between aluminum (light gray) and steel (dark gray) can be noticed with ease. Lastly, all experiments have been conducted at room temperature.

![Figure 4.5](image)

*Figure 4.5.* All the round specimens prepared for the test including the spares (12 on the left hand-side are Al and 12 on the righthand-side are steel)
4.2.3. Experimental Procedure

Section 7 of ASTM E8/E8M 16a [2] clearly defines the test procedure to follow. All specimen types are manufactured and tested three times to increase the reliability of the results. First, dummy specimens are tested for trial and calibration purposes for both the test machine and the video extensometer. To check the dimensional tolerances, all the specimen gauges are measured just before each experiment. Then the specimens are marked with a board marker for video extensometer to detect the gauge. Adjustment on speed of testing is achieved through ASTM control methods in Section 7.6 [2]. Two control methods specified in Section 7.6.4.3 “Crosshead Speed Control Method for Determining Yield Properties” (Although the focus of this thesis is not elastic region) and Section 7.6.5. “Speed of Testing When Determining Tensile Strength” are utilized through all experiments. The applied speeds are 0.0333 mm/s in elastic region and 0.167 mm/s in plastic region, with a smooth transition. The tests are therefore considered quasi-static meaning that inertia effects are very small and can be neglected. Then, the data of load/force, elongation and time are recorded from two separate sources: Extensometer and load-cell in machine crosshead. The loading of the specimen continues so that the apparatus pulls on each end of the specimen until fracture occurs. After fracture, the machine stops automatically; and the specimen pieces (as in Figure 4.6) was removed from the machine by researchers.

![Figure 4.6](image)

Figure 4.6. (a) After-fracture tensile test specimen of flat material (b) Just-before-fracture tensile test specimen of circular material
Determination of yield strength, yield point elongation, ultimate tensile strength and fracture points was then achieved. Measurement of elongation after fracture had also been done even though not to be used directly. Reduction in cross-sectional area had been saved. Also, the thickness and width data had been recorded for specimens with rectangular cross-sections.

Figure 4.7. Flat and cylindrical specimens after the completion of the tests

4.2.4. Experimental Results

Tensile test machines provide force and elongation data obtained throughout the process. Extensive approach is to use them by converting into engineering stress and engineering strain data by utilizing Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.4, respectively. Then engineering or nominal stress-strain curve can easily be plotted. The widespread method is to derive true stress-strain data from engineering stress-strain data rearranged through Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.9.

Note that the onset of necking is assumed to take place when the maximum value of punch force or stress is reached.
4.2.4.1. Al2024T3 Sheet Specimen Tensile Test Results

Firstly, the results for Al2024T3 sheet specimens are presented in Figures 4.8 - 4.10 for straight rectangular, tapered and notched specimens, respectively. Tapered and notched tensile specimens can be used to control the location of the diffuse necking.

![Figure 4.8. Average stress-strain curves for straight, Al2024T3, sheet specimen tensile test experiments](image)

Next; tapered and notched analysis outputs are given in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively.

![Figure 4.9. Average stress-strain curves for tapered, Al2024T3, sheet specimen tensile test experiments](image)
Figure 4.10. Average stress-strain curves for notched, Al2024T3, sheet specimen tensile test experiments

Figure 4.11 shows the comparison of engineering stress-strain curves acquired from rectangular, tapered and notched cross sectioned aluminum sheet metal experiments; namely, TT-She-Al-Str, TT-She-Al-Tpr and TT-She-Al-Ntc, respectively. The results are coherent. As anticipated, straight specimen has the highest strain value ($\epsilon_{axial} = 0.196$) and notched on has the lowest strain value ($\epsilon_{axial} = 0.11$).

Figure 4.11. Comparative engineering stress-strain curves of straight, tapered and notched Al2024T3 sheet specimen tensile test experiments

4.2.4.2. Al2024T3 Round Specimen Tensile Test Results

Stress-strain curves for perfectly cylindrical, tapered and notched Al2024T3 round specimens are provided in Figures 4.12 - 4.14, respectively.
Figure 4.12. Average stress-strain curves for straight, Al2024T3, round specimen tensile test experiments

Aluminum specimens are observed to elongate less than steel specimens.

Figure 4.13. Average stress-strain curves for tapered, Al2024T3, round specimen tensile test experiments

Considering its low density, Al2024T3 has remarkably high ultimate tensile strength values. The related performance parameter is known as specific strength or strength-to-weight ratio and found by dividing the materials strength by its density. High specific strength of Al2024T3 also helps to explain why the materials is popular in aerospace structures. In Figure 4.15, engineering stress-strain curves for three cases are presented altogether.
Figure 4.14. Average stress-strain curves for notched, Al2024T3, round specimen tensile test experiments

As in sheet metal specimens, imperfect round bars fail earlier when set against perfectly cylindrical specimens. Other than the failure times, the experiment outputs are quite consistent. Aluminum specimen experiment results are parallel with the literature survey [145].

Figure 4.15. Comparative engineering stress-strain curves of straight, tapered and notched Al2024T3 round specimen tensile test experiments

4.2.4.3. Comments on the Graphs of Al2024T3 Specimen Tensile Tests

Al2024T3 specimen experiments clearly indicates that round specimens with 10mm diameter fail at a lower strain value than 1x12mm² rectangular cross section tensile test samples. This observation does not change with the defect, i.e. straight, tapered and notched specimens all exhibited similar behaviors in respective characteristics.
According to the manufacturer of raw aluminum pieces, Al2024T3 sheet metals with 1 mm thickness has tensile strength of 444-446 MPa, yield strength of 333-334 MPa and elongation of 18-19% in axial-direction. In straight specimen data (TT-She-Al-Str) the results are very close; ultimate tensile strength is 452 MPa and elongation is 19.6%. For round Al specimens, manufacturer statement for tensile strength, yield strength and elongation are 546.72 MPa, 476.66 MPa and 9%, respectively. The combined results of TT-Ro-Al-Str revealed the values of 549 MPa and 0.11% for tensile strength and elongation parameters, respectively. Hence the experiment results TT-She-Al-Str and TT-Ro-Al-Str represent the laboratory results of the manufacturer quite well.

4.2.4.4. S235JR Sheet Specimen Tensile Test Results

Steel sheet sample graphs are given in Figures 4.16 - 4.18. Catalogue maximum strain of S235JR is 0.26; yet, corresponding experiment result for straight sheet steel is 21% as in Figure 4.16. The experimented steel sheet is very thin (2 mm); on the other hand, the specification is given for sheet thickness lower than 16 mm; which is a major difference and can possibly cause such deviations. Another cause of deviation might be the markings of the specimens because they had been placed manually.

*Figure 4.16. Average stress-strain curves for straight, S235JR, sheet specimen tensile test experiments*
On the other hand, experiments revealed an expected decrease in strain values for tapered and notched specimens when compared to perfectly rectangular strip. The maximum (or fracture) strain values for tapered (Figure 4.17) and notched (Figure 4.18) S235JR sheet specimens are 18% and 15%, respectively. These are consistent and precise results.

![Figure 4.17. Average stress-strain curves for tapered, S235JR, sheet specimen tensile test experiments](image1)

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 point out that notched specimens lose their tensile strength and elongation (or ductility) abilities more than tapered specimens.

![Figure 4.18. Average stress-strain curves for notched, S235JR, sheet specimen tensile test experiments](image2)

Engineering stress-strain curves for the three cases are plotted together in Figure 4.19 for comparison. An interesting deduction from Figure 4.19 is ultimate tensile strength
values of straight, tapered and notched specimens which are 407 MPa, 413 MPa and 419 MPa.

Figure 4.19. Comparative engineering stress-strain curves of straight, tapered and notched S235JR sheet specimen tensile test experiments

It is also noteworthy that S235JR is a mild or low-carbon steel. Thus, after yield point is reached, a plateau is formed in stress-strain curves. The phenomenon is known as Lüders band where the sample exhibits stable local deformation. This behavior is almost perfectly plastic, and no strain hardening occurs.

4.2.4.5. S235JR Round Specimen Tensile Test Results

The outputs from S235JR round specimen experiment are shown in Figures 4.20 -4.22 for straight, tapered and notched specimens, respectively. In those figures, the first important part is that Lüders bands are significantly less than sheet metal counterparts in Figures 4.16 - 4.18. According to literature survey, a factor behind it could be based on microscopic features. Smaller grain size results in less Lüders bands. The rod-shaped S235JR specimens may not be annealed well. This could cause more grain boundaries, smaller grain sizes and less bands to be formed [146].
Figure 4.20. Average stress-strain curves for straight, S235JR, round specimen tensile test experiments

Figure 4.21. Average stress-strain curves for tapered, S235JR, round specimen tensile test experiments

Figure 4.22. Average stress-strain curves for notched, S235JR, round specimen tensile test experiments
Engineering stress-strain curves for all cases are matched in Figure 4.23. The results from different geometries have the very close yield and ultimate tensile stress levels.

Figure 4.23. Comparative engineering stress-strain curves of straight, tapered and notched S235JR round specimen tensile test experiments

An interesting issue appears in fracture strain comparison in Figure 4.23. The fracture strain of straight specimen ($\epsilon_{axial} = 0.137$) is lower than both tapered ($\epsilon_{axial} = 0.144$) and notched ($\epsilon_{axial} = 0.149$) specimen averages. It is different than other experiment results. Yet, the differences are insignificant; thus, it is possible that experimental errors (such as operators manual marking of specimen gauge ends) might have led to that result.

4.2.4.6. Comments on the Graphs of S235JR Specimen Tensile Tests

S235JR specimen tensile test results have been represented previously. Extrusion parts have higher tensile strength but lower maximum strain values with respect to their rolled matches.

In addition, sheet metal versions have more Lüders bands in comparison to rod versions of specimens.

It is necessary to note that the trends of sheet and rod engineering stress-strain curves are differentiated. The strain value reached at ultimate tensile strength is closer to fracture stain for sheet metal specimens than round bars.
Those plots also explain why the manufacturers give a wide range to define S235JR and similar low-carbon mild steel properties. The properties can vary with processes applied.

As an overall conclusion from tensile test experiments, it is indicated that artificial imperfections such as tapered or notched specimens affect the material properties such as maximum punch force/ultimate tensile strength or maximum elongation/strain negatively.

4.3. Deep Drawing Experiments

In this thesis, the instability/necking prediction methods and their results are aimed to be universally validated. Thus, deep drawing process is chosen to apply the prediction methods in addition to tensile test. Deep drawing experiment has been selected because it has quite different nature than tensile test and very popular as a sheet metal forming (SMF) test.

At the end of a proper deep drawing application, the blank assumes the shape of punch. This divides the process into different categories depending on the shape of the punch.

The practical deep drawing experiment is differentiated from theory because there is a huge amount of details that should be taken care during the experiment. In fact, the aim of those efforts is to create ideal conditions for deep drawing process equipment and specimens.

The success of deep drawing operation is affected by many factors, including: type of material, size and thickness of the specimen, die clearance, clamping pressure (or blank holder force, BHF), forming speed and pressure/load, size and shape of the punch, and type of lubricant. Unless these factors are paid attention, failures and other types of undesired results tend to emerge.
4.3.1. Experimental Set Up

Deep drawing experiments have been carried out with Tinius-Olsen Ductomatic A-40 sheet metal testing machine (manufactured in 1971) in Figure 4.24. The machine can simulate many stresses and forces encountered in actual production processes.

![Tinius-Olsen Ductomatic A-40 Sheet Metal Tester](image)

Figure 4.24. Tinius-Olsen Ductomatic A-40 Sheet Metal Tester

Different male punches and female dies are going to be used; namely

- Cylindrical or flat-head deep drawing cup test (critical dimensions are given in Table 4.3)

Table 4.3. Cylindrical cup deep drawing process tooling dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punch Cylinder Diameter</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punch Bottom Shoulder Radius</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Inner Diameter</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Shoulder Radius</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Round bottom or hemispherical-head deep drawing cup test (critical dimensions are given in Table 4.4)
Table 4.4. Round bottom cup deep drawing process tooling dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punch Hemisphere Bottom Diameter</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Inner Diameter</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Outer Diameter</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Shoulder Radius</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Square cup deep drawing process (critical dimensions are given in Table 4.5)

Table 4.5. Square cup deep drawing process tooling dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punch Edge Length</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punch Edge Radius</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punch Corner Radius</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Inner Edge Length</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Outer Edge Length</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Shoulder Radius</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the lubricant, grease oil is used on the blanks, punches and dies to reduce friction between the machine and the workpiece. Lubricant selection is important because it can reduce forming energy, increase forming limit and tool life, and prevent surface damages on parts.

All experiments have been conducted approximately at 20°C temperature.

4.3.2. Specimen Geometry and Material

The experiments have been conducted with 1 mm thick Al2024T3 sheet specimens. There are two different specimen shapes; square sheet and circular sheet. The former is a square with edge length of 80 mm and the latter is a circle with diameter of 110 mm, which are picturized in Figure 4.25.
Figure 4.25. Specimen geometry for square cup test is on left-hand side. Specimen geometry for cylindrical and hemispherical specimens is on the right-hand side.

9 deep drawing experiments have been completed and related information is given in Table 4.6. Each type of deep drawing process is repeated three times to have reliable test data.

Table 4.6. Deep drawing process sheet specimen number, name, material, thickness and type information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Number</th>
<th>Specimen Names</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Specimen Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C2, C3, C4</td>
<td>Al2024T3</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>Sheet, Circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Al2024T3</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>Sheet, Circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>S2, S3, S4</td>
<td>Al2024T3</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>Sheet, Square</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3. Experimental Procedure

Grease oil is applied between punch-blank, die-blank and holder-blank for lubrication purposes.

Blank holder force (BHF) is selected for all deep drawing processes as 4903.325 N. This value has been considered as ideal for Al2024T3 specimen deep drawing processes after many trial experiments. Test speed is determined as 0.33 mm/s to have quasi-static experiment conditions.

The attempts in deep drawing processes are made to form cylindrical or rectangular cups from sheet metals. In summary, all the surfaces of die, punch and holder are cleaned and required surfaces are lubricated. Height stop limit switch is locked at the desired position. First BHF and then testing speed are set. Finally, the load and
displacement data are recorded. Figure 4.26 shows the fractured deep drawing process samples.

![Deep drawing process specimens after completion of processes](image)

*Figure 4.26. Deep drawing process specimens after completion of processes*

### 4.3.4. Experimental Results

The main output of the tests is punch forces and punch displacement data. Unlike tensile test experiments, deep drawing results are not to be used in a FEA. Moreover, there are significantly less cases in deep drawing processes. As a result, the test results are not going to be averaged or combined; instead, they will be provided separately.

Note that the onset of tensile plastic instability is assumed to take place when the maximum value of punch force is reached. Punch travel value when the maximum punch force is acquired is essentially used in Results chapter.

#### 4.3.4.1. Al2024T3 Cylindrical Cup Deep Drawing Process Results

Cylindrical cup results are given in Figures 4.27 - 4.29 for C2, C3 and C4 cases, respectively.

In case C2, the onset of tensile plastic instability is detected at 8.88 mm punch displacement and 5508.99 N punch force.

Tensile plastic instability of case C3 is marked at 13.83 mm punch stroke and 5904.81 N punch force which is also shown in Figure 4.28.
Lastly, 8.77 mm and 5677.88 N values have been recorded as the punch displacement and load at the commencement of tensile plastic instability for experiment C4.

The figures have shown that when the punch and the blank get into contact, the force increases slowly. Then, the material resists since its flanges are fixed between the holder and die. A smoothly increasing trend maintained and followed by a sudden drop in all plots.
4.3.4.2. Al2024T3 Round Bottom Cup Deep Drawing Process Results

Round bottom or hemispherical punch deep drawing process results are given in this subsection. Figures 4.30 - 4.32 illustrates the results of experiment cases R1, R2 and R3, respectively.

Experiment case R1 reached the instability condition at 20.05 mm punch travel and 3648.55 N punch force as shown in Figure 4.30.
In Figure 4.31, tensile plastic instability is uncovered at a punch displacement of 17.22 mm and punch force of 3492.05 N. In the case of R3, corresponding displacement and force values are given as 14.83 mm and 3562.77 N, respectively.

![Figure 4.31](image1)

*Figure 4.31. Punch force vs. punch travel graph for Al2024T3 round bottom cup deep drawing (R2) experiment*

![Figure 4.32](image2)

*Figure 4.32. Punch force vs. punch travel graph for Al2024T3 round bottom cup deep drawing (R3) experiment*

The curve trends of cylindrical cup and hemispherical cup deep drawing processes are alike. On the other hand, cylindrical cup tests require significantly higher magnitudes of force than round bottom counterparts.
4.3.4.3. Al2024T3 Square Cup Deep Drawing Process Results

Square cup deep drawing experimental results are presented in Figures 4.33 - 4.35. The corresponding cases are S3, S4 and S5, respectively, and they are described in Table 4.6.

In case S3, maximum force is enlisted at 15.78 mm displacement and 6015.42 N force. Figure 4.34 reveal the initiation of plastic instability at 15.87 mm punch travel and 5839.98 N punch force. On the other hand, tensile plastic instability occurred at 15.57 mm displacement and 5706.11 N load according to case S5 plotted in Figure 4.35.

![Figure 4.33. Punch force vs. punch travel graph for Al2024T3 square cup deep drawing (S3) experiment](image1)

![Figure 4.34. Punch force vs. punch travel graph for Al2024T3 square cup deep drawing (S4) experiment](image2)
Square cup deep drawing process have unique characteristics when compared to other deep drawing process. In cylindrical cup and round bottom cup deep drawing processes of Al2024T3 specimens, the tensile plastic instability is immediately followed by a sudden drop in force magnitude. However, the sudden reduction happens after the maximum force is smoothly decreased for a while.
CHAPTER 5

FINITE ELEMENT MODELS

5.1. Introduction

Present engineering applications require advanced and optimized products in terms of cost, strength, reliability, and durability. Hence; engineers create product models and analyze behavior of products by simulating the environmental effects during operation. Since the simulation processes are carried out in a systematical and controllable manner, they constitute significantly during the design phase. Due to cost and time concerns, engineering analyses through simulation models are mostly preferred to represent the physical system and surroundings adequately.

Engineering analysis can be mainly classified as classical methods and numerical methods.

The first sub-category of classical methods is analytical closed form solutions. Analytical solutions denote exact solutions for the behavior of a system with variable properties. However, there are few situations where a system can be represented analytically.

The other sub-category is approximate solutions such as Rayleigh-Ritz method. These methods can handle some situations where analytical approach does not work. For example, Rayleigh-Ritz method finds approximations to eigenvalue equations which are hard or impossible to solve analytically. On the other hand, classical methods can only be used simple structures (especially in terms of geometry) and simple load cases.

There are also numerical analysis types under engineering analysis; namely, finite difference method, boundary element method and finite element method. Finite difference method is a direct approach applied on differential equations, and mostly defined for geometries structured as regular grid. Therefore, it is not usually appropriate to use that technique on irregular geometries, complex boundary
conditions and inhomogeneities. Next, boundary element method also solves partial differential equations; yet, they are formulated as integral equations or in boundary integral form. Therefore, boundary element method discretizes the outer boundary of the analysis domain. Boundary element method application is effective to solve geometries with small surface-to-volume ratio, symmetrical problems with infinite domains, Laplace and Helmholtz problems etc. Nonetheless, it also has several disadvantages. Boundary element approaches have limitations under conditions with inhomogeneities and nonlinear differential equations [149]. Finite element method involves splitting the big system into small and “finite” number of elements.

It is important to note that numerical methods are always approximations. Consequently, results obtained from numerical solutions will inevitably deviate from real-life situations.

5.2. Finite Element Analysis

Finite element analyses have been conducted for several decades. The tools utilizing finite element methods are still reliable and widely used in aerospace, automotive, marine, consumer goods, industrial and life science technologies as well as construction, mining and energy applications.

Finite element models have been proven to be one of the most efficient and accurate techniques starting in 1950’s [148]. In order to obtain finite element models, engineers divide the product model into basic units or elements, which are well-known from previous studies and experience. After re-constructing the physical model by assigning the elements, one can evaluate the behavior of the model under certain conditions [149].

In finite element models, interactions of physical systems are represented through partial differential equations which are derived from physical laws. Reducing partial differential equations into algebraic equations simplifies the complex problem. Next, numerical methods are employed to solve the system of algebraic equations.
Nowadays it is very common to complete this solution step by using computers owing to their high calculation capacity and speed.

Small simple structures, also known as subdomains, form the main domain of a finite element problem. The subdomains are the finite elements in the model; thus, finite element mesh is composed of the subdomains. The behavior of subdomains is well known by the researchers and engineers. Therefore, the real-life problem is distributed over each element, and the physical process is approximated by functions and algebraic equations relating physical quantities at selective points, called nodes, are developed. Finally, the element equations are assembled using continuity and balance of physical quantities and solved.

The basic principle of finite element analysis is to split the body of interest into small portions. The body is called domain and the portions are subdomains. This process of generating the subdomains is called discretization; thus, the subdomains are also referred as discrete elements. These elements are joined to each other via connection points or nodes. The response of a discrete system is described by finite number of points and lead to a set of algebraic equations. Depending on the system, there can be myriad of equations; which are hard or impossible to handle manually. Therefore, complex numerical analyses are solved with digital computers [149].

To summarize the steps of a finite element analysis, the structure is discretized into several elements by dividing the domain. The system is idealized through assumptions. Then, behavior of each element is described by a finite number of parameters so that material properties are defined. Next, element assemblage is achieved by connecting them together. Boundary conditions are applied, and system of equations is solved. Lastly, post-processing is implemented; quantities of interest are determined.

The most crucial advantage of finite element analysis is its adaptability to different and complex geometries. Moreover, arbitrary supports (boundary conditions) and arbitrary load are easily applied. The properties of elements can be changed practically
and results in any location can be interpreted separately. The external conditions (such as temperature) of the system are implemented simply. Lastly, many resources in the literature and many software packages on finite element analysis are available. Some disadvantages of finite element analysis are, the obtained results are not exact, and assumptions made before the process cause the results to vary significantly. In addition, the numerical result is unique to the problem. No closed form solution is obtained from finite element analysis. Lastly, complex finite element models are computationally expensive.

Since a complicated solid mechanics problem may contain parts with different dimensions, materials, openings etc.; finite element method is the most suitable to implement in this thesis. Yet, it is still an arduous task to build a reliable FE model; many research topics do still exist to construct and solve reliable, precise, accurate and optimized simulations.

5.3. FE Model Construction of Round Specimen Tensile Test

Axisymmetric, deformable and shell part options are chosen for 2D tension test specimen. In axisymmetric 2D analysis of round specimens, researchers used different portions of the specimen’s cross section.

One can work on the cross-section of whole specimen, half of specimen or quarter of specimen. Moreover, researchers may prefer to include or exclude the specimen head or grip region in the analysis.

In this work, quarter of the specimen cross-section with head portion will be studied for axisymmetric 2D FEA which represents round tensile test specimens corresponding to Figure 5.1(b). The region illustrated in Figure 5.1(b) is the most appropriate approach to be utilized in this thesis because this configuration simplifies the model by exploiting symmetry axes and include end effects caused by the grip region properly.
It is important that even with quarter portion of cross-section, there are three different models to be analyzed in this thesis. Recall that necking can occur at any section of the gauge region in a simple tension test with a cylindrical specimen. In order to monitor the position of the necking region, artificial defects are commonly introduced to concentrate the necking in the middle of gauge section. To achieve that purpose, either tapered or notched specimens are exploited in real-life experiments as in Figures 5.2(b) and (c). Note that grip region is excluded to reveal the coordinates clearly.

In all cases, the x-coordinates of the nodes at lower boundary are free to move (shear-free boundary condition), then the necking eventually occurs at the bottom which corresponds to gauge center of the specimen. Dirichlet or first-type boundary condition restricts the nodes to move in y-direction. As a result, the shear-free end at the bottom section is designed to cause stress concentration.

As a remark, the effect of the test machine fixture/clamp can be represented well with boundary conditions and loads instead of drawing another part instance. Therefore, the grips of a tensile test machine will not be simulated separately in tension test FE models.

In ABAQUS, steps are utilized to define and order the stages of the analysis process. In this thesis, the change of the properties with respect to time is investigated; hence dynamic analysis is required instead of static. After this selection, one must decide on standard (implicit) or explicit analysis.
Although explicit analysis is conditionally stable, it is versatile, appropriate for large deformation analysis and effectively handle nonlinear behavior. Consequently, dynamic explicit analysis is selected as the step type. Then, Nlgeom is turned on to take nonlinear effects of large displacements (or strains) into account in subsequent solution steps.

In ABAQUS, field outputs (calculated for each element or node in the domain) like stress, strain, translation, rotation, velocity, acceleration, reaction forces, contact stresses are recorded at evenly spaced 20 time intervals by default. In this thesis, the number of intervals has been increased to 40 in order to increase the accuracy of results. Note that, the force plot is a history output (calculated for a certain geometry, node or element). Thus, the number of evenly spaced time intervals are defined as 200 for force values; which does not increase the calculation time significantly. Thereupon, equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) and other field output variables will be calculated at 40 discretized time intervals.

Then boundary conditions applied for perfectly round, tapered and notched specimen models can be found in Figures 5.3(a) - (c), respectively. Note that in ABAQUS, “U” represents the displacements and “UR” represents the rotations. Directions x, y and z are denoted as 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Next, upper boundary condition is applied as velocity (0.033 mm/s in elastic region and 0.167 mm/s in plastic region) to create the quasi-static analysis. Note that the bottom boundary condition allows only translation in x-direction.

Mesh size is determined to be 0.5x0.5mm$^2$ and part is meshed as in Figure 5.4. Finally, the model is compiled to create a job in the Job module and it can be submitted to obtain the solution.

For straight specimens, the diameter of cylindrical specimens is 10 mm; thus, axisymmetric 2D model is 5 mm wide in gauge region. Mesh elements of size 0.5x0.5
mm² are distributed as in Figure 5.5(a). Important elements and their numbers are provided in Figures 5.5(b) and (c).

![Figure 5.5](image)

**Figure 5.5.** (a) Mesh domain for straight and tapered axisymmetric models (b) Some mesh element number and positions at upper section (c) Some mesh element numbers and positions at lower section

Tapered gauge regions have slightly larger diameter at both ends and slightly narrower at gauge center. The diameter is 10 mm at gauge extremes and 9.90 mm at the center. In the axisymmetric model, half of these length values are drawn. Similar to the sheet metal experiment case, the gradual change in cross section along the gauge in y-direction does not result in a significant difference in mesh distribution of round models. Thus, tapered models have the mesh distribution illustrated in Figure 5.5(a). Consequently, mesh element numbers in Figures 5.5(b) and (c) will be utilized in methods applied on tapered specimens.

As in the case of notched sheet metals, ABAQUS increases the number of elements around a notch since it is a stress concentration geometry. Figure 5.6 shows the additional elements when compared to Figure 5.5.

![Figure 5.6](image)

**Figure 5.6.** A closer view of notch location
However, same numbers are assigned to elements of interest for simplicity, as in Figure 5.7.

![Figure 5.7. New element numbers for meshes on notched domain](image)

The initial small geometrical defect is going to focus high stress and strain values around its territory. Yet, the same mesh elements are selected in order to compare the results of different methods and materials properly on the same basis.

Finally, in a uniaxial tensile test FEA, the velocity is applied on upper boundary of the domain of study in Figure 5.8. Axisymmetric models allow the punch force to be measured at lower boundary properly.

![Figure 5.8. Upper and lower boundaries of axisymmetric model](image)
5.4. FE Model Construction of Flat Specimen Tensile Test

In this section, FE modeling of tensile test with strip-type specimen will be prescribed. In previous section the steps and important details of contracting an axisymmetric 2D FE analysis described thoroughly; hence, only the differences will be underlined in the current section.

It is possible to construct a 2D model for sheet metal analysis; yet, necking of a sheet metal specimen has been proved to be more complicated than that of a round bar [150]. The stress distribution in necking region becomes non-uniform and strain distribution reveals varying characteristics with different aspect ratios [88]. On the other hand, 3D models allow the analyst to observe stress and strain effects along the thickness as well. Hence, the selected properties for the specimen part are 3D, deformable and solid.

There are several options to simulate the experiment specimen. In this work, a quarter of the specimen cross-section with head will be studied in 3D FE analysis for sheet metal tensile test specimens, which corresponds to Figure 5.9(b). The reason behind is to exploit the symmetry of upper half of the specimen in y-direction and to involve end effect of the head region in calculations. Some authors have used quarter of the sheet metal specimen with grip region in 3D finite element analysis similarly [24,66,67,88].

Figure 5.9. (a) 3D view of a round tensile test specimen (b) half of the cross-section
The sheets or plates are made by rolling process. The process affects the internal structure and overall characteristics of the part. Thereupon, properties of a sheet metals vary with the direction; which is defined as anisotropy. There are studies comparing isotropic and anisotropic material behaviors with experiments [17]. Anisotropic models are found to agree with the experimental results better than isotropic models. On the other hand, the main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the methods to predict the onset of necking. The deviations from anisotropic models have been assumed to be acceptable. Therefore, the anisotropic effects will be excluded in the analysis; the material will be assumed isotropic in sheet metal tensile test simulation (as well as deep drawing simulations). In fact, isotropic material model is stated as a good approximation for Al2024T3 sheet specimens in the literature [142].

Note that, the experiments are to be conducted with strips cut in rolling direction (length) which has better performance characteristics than transverse (width) and normal (thickness) directions.

In Figure 5.10, coordinates of straight, tapered and notched specimen gauge region are given in Figures 5.10(a) - (c), respectively. In Figure 5.10(a), isometric view of the 3D model is presented; and, the coordinates around notch region can be viewed in Figure 5.10(e).
The boundary conditions are revealed in Figure 5.11 for the three cases. 

![Figure 5.11](image)

*Figure 5.11. (a) Isometric view of the strip-type specimen (b) Boundary conditions of straight specimen (c) Boundary conditions of tapered specimen (d) Boundary conditions of notched specimen*

Then, mesh size is determined to be 0.5x0.5x0.5mm³ and part is meshed as in Figure 5.12. Note that S235JR was not available for 1mm; hence 2mm thick sheet is used in experiments as well as numerical analysis. The rest of the analysis procedure is the same as round bar specimen analysis discussed in previous section.

![Figure 5.12](image)

*Figure 5.12. Mesh domain covering ¼ of the specimen (a) Al2024T3 (b) S235JR*
In straight cross section sheet metal tensile test analysis, the FE mesh is given in Figures 5.13(a) and (b). This includes a quarter of the specimen since the symmetry of x- and y-axes are exploited throughout the process. The portion included in analysis excludes the end effects on gauge section. In addition, Figure 5.13(b) points out the gauge portion of the specimen model, where the necking is expected to occur. Elongation of gauge region in y-direction is crucial while predicting the onset of necking.

![Figure 5.13](image-url)

*Figure 5.13. (a) Isometric view and (b) Front view of mesh domain for straight and tapered 3D sheet models. Some mesh element number and positions at (c) upper section (d) lower section.*

Figure 5.13(c) reveals the transition section between grip and gauge. Element 100 is at the cross section where gauge portion ends. Thus, Element 100’s displacement is recorded during the analysis and compared with gauge elongation information obtained from experiments.

On the other hand, Figure 5.13(d) shows the gauge center and related elements. Both equivalent plastic strain rate ratio and difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain methods yield different results by selecting different elements. Results from different pairs of elements shown in Figure 5.13(d) are going to be selected and compared.

Tapered gauge regions are slightly thicker at both ends and slightly thinner at center. This slight change does not cause a significant effect on mesh distribution shown in.
In sheet metal tensile test analyses, the domain of interest similar to Figures 5.13(a) and (b), that is the same as straight cross section analysis. The element numbers in Figures 5.13(c) and (d) are also valid in those sections.

The notch takes place at the gauge center on the perimeter of specimen cross-section, which can be observed in Figure 5.14.

![Figure 5.14. A closer front view of notch location](image)

More mesh elements around critical region do not cause a change in element numbers to be worked on; the element numbers are shown in Figure 5.15.

![Figure 5.15. (a) Isometric view and (b) Front view of mesh domain for notched 3D sheet models. Some mesh element number and positions at (c) upper section (d) lower section](image)

Even though the number of mesh elements through the sheet thickness in four instead of two shown in Figure 5.15(a), the mesh element numbers in Figures 5.15(b) and (c) are still suitable for notched cross-section studies of sheet S235JR specimen FEA.
Lastly, the region on top of grip on which the velocity is applied can be seen in Figure 5.16(a). As a result of this action, the punch force is calculated and plotted from nodes at the bottom section of the domain as in Figure 5.16(b).

![Figure 5.16](image.png)

(a) Displacement/velocity application region in FEA (b) Mesh elements at the bottom used to calculate punch force

5.5. FE Model Construction for Deep Drawing Process

Modeling of deep drawing process is to be described in this part. The blank or sheet to be formed must be simulated with three other parts; namely, punch, holder and die. The interaction definitions and the friction play a major role in deep drawing process models.

In cylindrical cup and round bottom cup drawing analysis, the die, the holder and the punch are all defined with 3D, discrete rigid and shell properties.

As the material properties, straight sample sheet metal specimen data for Al2024T3 aluminum have been entered.

Models of die, holder and specimen in ABAQUS are given in Figure 5.17 for both cylindrical cup and round bottom cup deep drawing simulations.

On the other hand, the punch shapes for cylindrical cup and round bottom deep drawing processes are provided in Figures 5.18(a) and (b), respectively.
Figure 5.17. (a) The holder (b) The die (c) The blank for both cylindrical cup and round bottom cup deep drawing FE analysis

Figure 5.18. Punch geometry of (a) Cylindrical cup (b) Round bottom cup for deep drawing FE analysis

The assembly of cylindrical cup deep drawing parts emerges as in Figure 5.19(a). Besides, the meshed models of the assembly and specimen are appointed to Figures 5.19(b) and (c), respectively. Pictures from hemispherical punch deep drawing process can be found in Figure 5.20.

Figure 5.19. Cylindrical cup deep drawing FE analysis (a) Assembly of the parts (b) Assembly of the meshed parts (c) Meshed sheet metal specimen
Figure 5.20. Round bottom cup deep drawing FE analysis (a) Assembly of the parts (b) Assembly of the meshed parts (c) Meshed sheet metal specimen

The shapes of die, holder, punch and blank used in square cup deep drawing are provided in Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21. (a) The die (b) The holder (c) The punch (d) The blank models of square cup deep drawing analysis

Next, one can view the unmeshed and meshed assembly views of punch, die, blank holder and the blank for the square cup deep drawing in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22. Square cup deep drawing FE analysis (a) Assembly of the parts (b) Assembly of the meshed parts (c) Meshed sheet metal specimen
Note that, 1x1mm² size mesh grids are constructed on the blank surface for all cases. The results are consistent with the experiments; thus, no finer mesh is necessary. In addition, it is important to have the same mesh size in all three processes to have a common basis for comparison because different mesh element sizes may yield different output from the same instability prediction criterion.

There are several parts in deep drawing process and their interaction characteristics must be defined in detail. Punch-blank, die-blank and blank holder-blank interactions are all defined as penalty contact method with Coulomb friction model. After investigating ABAQUS manual [151], Çoğun [152], Dizaji [153], and Altan et al. [7], the coefficient of friction for well-lubricated surface between and punch-blank is chosen as 0.06. Between die-blank and holder-blank, less grease oil is applied, and the coefficient is taken as 0.15. Symmetry axes are defined for two edges of the sheet metal blank; because the model contains 1/4th of the experiment system. The die is fixed for all six degrees of freedom; yet, the punch and the holder are free to move only in y-direction. Similar to tensile test model, the punch’s movement is described with displacement in y-direction. Yet, blank holder applies a uniform load in -y-direction so that the specimen is hold between the die and the holder. Then the job is submitted, and results are harvested. Finally, some critical mesh elements on blank domains are to be illustrated in Figures 5.23 - 5.25 for cylindrical, round bottom and square cup deep drawing processes.

*Figure 5.23. Mesh elements and positions for cylindrical cup deep drawing specimen*
Figure 5.24. Mesh elements and positions for hemispherical cup deep drawing specimen

Figure 5.25. Mesh elements and positions for square cup deep drawing specimen
CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, results from FE simulations of tensile and deep drawing processes are provided. Tensile plastic instability and necking prediction methods for tension and deep drawing processes are applied, presented, compared and discussed.

The numerical computations are performed on both Al2024T3 aluminum specimens and S235JR steel specimens. The results and related discussion for Al2024T3 aluminum and S235JR steel tensile tests have been divided into sub-sections according to the specimen shapes (cylindrical and sheet). Furthermore, there are straight, tapered and notched specimens under these sub-sections. The methods to predict the onset of necking are implemented in all cases.

Next, three types of deep drawing processes (cylindrical cup, round-bottom cup and square flange cup) for Al2024T3 are given under corresponding sub-sections and appropriate instability prediction methods are applied.

Note that, equivalent plastic strain rate ratio graphs are terminated as soon as the criterion threshold is exceeded meaning that necking/instability started. The rest of the figures represent the processes until the fracture point.

Criterion of equivalent plastic strain increment ratio and criterion of difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain compare a critical element and a benchmark element. The ideal distance between these elements is an aim to be found in this study. Yet, different mesh sizes would give different ideal distance values for the same problem if the distance is based on number or elements. Therefore, it is more meaningful if the distance between those elements are expressed as a percentage of initial dimensions. For the tensile tests, the distance between element couples for cylindrical and sheet specimens are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Distances between elements in terms of percent of initial gauge length of tensile tests specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of the gauge length</th>
<th>Sheet Specimens</th>
<th>Cylindrical Specimens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 3</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 4</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 6</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For deep drawing processes, initial specimen diameter or initial specimen edge dimensions can be utilized for generalization as in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Distances between elements in terms of initial diameter or initial edge dimension of deep drawing process specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cylindrical and Hemispherical Cup Specimens (percent of initial diameter)</th>
<th>Square Cup Specimens (percent of initial edge length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 3</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 4</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 5</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 6</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>8.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1. FEA Results of Al2024T3 Sheet Specimen Tensile Tests

6.1.1. Straight Al2024T3 Sheet Specimen Analysis

Al2024T3 sheet specimens had three different geometries; namely, straight, tapered and notched. Methods are to be applied to all cases to predict onset of necking.

6.1.1.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-She-Al-Str)

Onset of necking for straight aluminum sheet tensile test is predicted through the strain rate ratio of two elements.
To investigate the effect and trend of the element selection, Figure 6.1 shows the strain rate ratios of Element 1 to Element 2, Element 3, Element 4, Element 5 and Element 6 shown in Figure 5.13 of Finite Element Models chapter. Figure 6.1 reveals that the critical ratio of 10 is exceeded at different elongation values. Note that the ratio values usually reach substantially higher levels in the further stages of the analysis; but, they are omitted in the plots for clarity purposes. Therefore, the plots of ratio method show the results between the analysis commencement and the surpassing of the critical limit for necking.

![Figure 6.1. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, sheet, Al specimen](image)

The strain increment ratio of Elements 1 & 2 did not exceed 10 during the analysis; this means necking is not detected by employing these two mesh elements with a threshold of 10. For Elements 1 & 3, the total gauge elongation at necking onset is 15.54 mm which corresponds to 19.42% of the gauge. Yet, for Elements 1 & 4 elongation is 18.02%. Also note that Elements 1 & 5 and Elements 1 & 6 predicted necking at 17.85% and 17.84%, respectively. The most accurate prediction is from Element 1 & 3 when experiment result of 19.20% is considered. Furthermore, the results are precise since they vary in only 1.58% range.
6.1.1.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-Al-Str)

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain criterion subtracts second time derivative of total equivalent plastic strain of two separate mesh elements. The plots acquired by current criterion are provided in Figure 6.2.

![Graph](image)

*Figure 6.2. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, sheet, Al specimen*

The onset of necking is observed by Elements couples 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 at 18.52% elongation although the slope of Elements 1 & 2 curve is very low compared to the rest of the plots.

6.1.1.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-Al-Str)

Maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain for straight aluminum sheet tensile test is shown in Figure 6.3. It presents the change of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain of Element 1, the critical element.

The maximum strain acceleration value is obtained at a total elongation of 14.81 mm, which corresponds to 18.52%. Yet, there are some oscillatory movements beginning
at 12.64% elongation, which might be deceiving the analyst. To be on the safe side, the analyst should have a rough idea on the acceleration levels expected to be reached.

**Figure 6.3.** Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 18.52% total elongation)

Equivalent plastic strain and equivalent plastic strain rate plots of Element 1 are given to provide a better understanding about the method. Note that the red dashed lines on these graphs are taken from equivalent plastic strain acceleration graph. It traces the total percent elongation of the gauge at which the acceleration has the peak value. Figure 6.4 clearly indicates that the change in strain increases drastically when necking occurs at elongation quantity 18.52%. Figure 6.5 also points out important information. The strain rate is nearly stable at the beginning; yet, it starts to fluctuate as necking approaches. Necking can be observed by checking the sharpest change in the strain rate; which is an indirect way of checking the strain acceleration.
6.1.1.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-She-Al-Str)

Punch force vs. percent elongation of the gauge curve is plotted in this section. According to the maximum force method, the onset of necking is detected at 18.63% elongation; but, the onset of necking has been recorded at 19.20% elongation during the experiment. There is 0.57% difference in numerical and experimental results for
the same method. Consequently, maximum punch force method delivered more accurate results when compared to strain difference and strain acceleration methods.

![Graph showing punch force vs. percent gauge elongation of Element 100 for tapered cross-section, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 18.63% total elongation).]

Figure 6.6. Punch force vs. percent gauge elongation of Element 100 for tapered cross-section, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 18.63% total elongation)

6.1.2. Tapered Al2024T3 Sheet Specimen Analysis

6.1.2.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-She-Al-Tpr)

Equivalent plastic strain increment ratio method is applied on aluminum, sheet metal, tapered tensile test specimen. Several scenarios with different mesh element couples are analyzed, and they yielded quite distinguished results as depicted in Figure 6.7.

Critical ratio to remark necking is given as 10 with red dashed line. Accordingly, the onset of necking has been detected at 16.07%, 15.36%, 14.33%, 13.86% and 13.40% total percent elongations by using Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6, respectively. Elements 1 & 3 presented the closest prediction to the experiment results for the onset of necking, which is at 15.28%.
6.1.2.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-Al-Tpr)

Second temporal derivative of differences in strain for tapered aluminum sheet specimen tensile test are calculated and presented in Figure 6.8. The curves detected the onset of necking at three different elongation values, which was not the case in straight Al sheet metal specimen analysis.
Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 predicted the onset of necking at 16.15%, 15.69%, 15.69%, 15.20% and 15.20% elongation in total gauge length in the same direction that the force applied. The most accurate predictions have been achieved by Elements 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 since the experimental result is 15.28% elongation.

6.1.2.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-Al-Tpr)

Results of strain acceleration method implemented on tapered aluminum sheet specimen tensile test is provided in Figure 6.9. This gives the onset of necking as 16.42% elongation in gauge. Experiment with the same specimen resulted in onset of necking at 15.28% elongation. Note that, some fluctuations before maximum strain acceleration point are noticed in Figure 6.9.

Equivalent plastic strain and strain rate curves given in Figures 6.10 and 6.11, respectively. It is also possible to detect necking in those figures; but, the results are not as clear cut as strain acceleration graph. Thus, it is advised to guide strain acceleration plot to predict the necking instead of its different forms.
Figure 6.10. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, sheet, Al specimen

Figure 6.11. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, sheet, Al specimen

6.1.2.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-She-Al-Tpr)

Punch force vs. percent elongation of the gauge data is shown in Figure 6.12. The necking obtained by the FEA and the experiment are at 16.17% and 15.28% elongation, respectively.
Maximum force method dug out a result deviating within 1% from experimental studies, which is accepted as a good approximation.

6.1.3. Notched Al2024T3 Sheet Specimen Analysis

6.1.3.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-She-Al-Ntc)

As in straight and tapered versions, notched Al2024T3 sheet strain increment criterion for different elements delivered distinguished results as seen in Figure 6.13.
The onset of necking is detected at 11.10%, 10.97%, 9.67% and 9.15% elongation by Elements 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6, respectively. Elements 1 & 2 could not predict necking with a threshold value of 10. According to the corresponding experiment, necking commences at 10.92% elongation; thus, the most accurate prediction is performed by Elements 1 & 4.

6.1.3.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-Al-Ntc)

Quite interesting results are acquired from difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain applied on sheet, Al2024T3, notched tensile test specimens. Although the curve trends are similar, all element combinations shown in Figure 6.14 perform an increase about 8.5% elongation even though the experiment points at 10.92% elongation for necking. Elements 1 & 2 does not have another significant increase trend; hence they could not determine necking initiation. On the other hand, Elements 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 detected the instability condition at the same value, 11.31 percent gauge elongation.

![Figure 6.14](image)

Figure 6.14. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, sheet, Al specimen
6.1.3.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-Al-Ntc)

Second temporal derivative of strain plot has a peak value at 10.76% elongation. This is 0.716% close to the experimental data for necking in Figure 6.15. Moreover, the plot in Figure 6.15 has less fluctuations before the onset of necking than straight and tapered specimens of the same material. Following the onset of necking, a sharp decrease is observed.

One can also observe necking with red dashed line in Figures 6.16 and 6.17 which represent equivalent strain and equivalent strain increment rate plot, respectively. It is a coincidence that strain rate is at its maximum value when the strain acceleration is maximum (moment of necking initiation).

![Figure 6.15. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 10.76% total elongation)](image-url)
6.1.3.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-She-Al-Ntc)

According to punch force vs. total elongation plot illustrated in Figure 6.18, necking of tensile test experiment with Al2024T3 sheet specimen with notch occurs at 10.21% total elongation.
Figure 6.18. Punch force vs. percent gauge elongation of Element 100 for notched cross-section, sheet, Al specimen (Necking a 10.21% total elongation)

Note that, the specimen geometry is different due to the notch; however, the logic behind the calculation of punch force remains the same. As shown in Figure 5.15, actuation is applied on upper boundary of the domain and total punch force is calculated by summing the separate punch force values on nodes at lower boundary of the domain of interest.

6.2. FEA Results of Al2024T3 Round Specimen Tensile Tests

6.2.1. Straight Al2024T3 Round Specimen Analysis

Al2024T3 round specimens had three different geometries; namely, straight, tapered and notched. Methods are to be applied to all cases to predict onset of necking.

6.2.1.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-Ro-Al-Str)

The critical value for strain rate ratio of two separate elements is taken as 10 for cylindrical specimens, the same as in sheet metal analyses. Straight round specimen of Al2024T3 generated differentiated results for different element combinations in Figure 6.19. No element pairs could exceed the threshold of 10 and detect necking with this method. During the experiment with straight Al2024T3 round specimen, onset of necking has been recorded at 10.07% elongation.
6.2.1.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-Al-Str)

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain criterion is applied to same elements as in previous method. Even though different element groups are assessed, the curves follow similar paths in Figure 6.20.
The onset of necking is detected to be at 11.04% for all mesh element couples. Experiment results indicated that necking is recorded at 10.07%, hence, the predictions yielded by the method is within acceptable range.

6.2.1.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-Al-Str)

Maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain criterion works on the change in strain acceleration of a single element, that is Element 1. From Figure 6.21, necking is found to occur at 10.07% total elongation. Red dashed lines corresponding to necking are then placed at that position to investigate the behavior of the element’s equivalent plastic strain and equivalent plastic strain rate graphs. Figure 6.21 starts with zero acceleration (except a small disruption at 1.26% elongation) then abruptly ascends and remarks necking.

![Figure 6.21. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, Al specimen (Necking at 10.46% total elongation)](image)

Strain values recorded along the process can be examined in Figure 6.22. Equivalent plastic strain value starts from zero in elastic region, then increases gradually until necking. Figure 6.23 reveals the necking with a relatively sharp change in the trend at 10.46% elongation. There is no other point where a more sudden change happens. Necking can also be observed with a sharp change in the strain rate curve trend.
Figure 6.22. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, Al specimen

Figure 6.23. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, Al specimen

6.2.1.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-Ro-Al-Str)

Figure 6.24 depicts the change in punch force with respect to elongation quantities. The displacement is measured on Element 100 in Figure 5.5(b). Necking occurs at total elongation of 11.06\% and 10.07\% according to FEA and the experiment results, respectively. The accuracy of the method is good; but, overestimates the initiation of necking.
6.2.2. Tapered Al2024T3 Round Specimen Analysis

6.2.2.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-Ro-Al-Tpr)

Equivalent plastic strain rate ratio method is used on round, tapered, aluminum specimen and results are presented in Figure 6.25. The method could not detect necking by reaching the threshold 10 during FEA. Experiment result is 8.22%.

Figure 6.24. Punch force vs. percent gauge elongation of Element 100 for straight cross-section, round, Al specimen (Necking at 11.06% total elongation)

Figure 6.25. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, Al specimen
6.2.2.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-Al-Tpr)

The curves comparing the differences of equivalent plastic strain accelerations of separate elements follow consistent courses as can be seen in Figure 6.26.

![Figure 6.26. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, Al specimen](image)

All the element couples predict the onset of necking at 7.46% elongation of the gauge length. Necking elongation determined by experiment is 8.22.

6.2.2.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-Al-Tpr)

Maximum strain acceleration value is achieved at total elongation of 6.96% in Figure 6.27. That value is remarked in element equivalent plastic strain (Figure 6.28) and first temporal derivative of equivalent plastic strain (Figure 6.29) graphs.

Element equivalent plastic strain acceleration method substantially underestimates necking when the corresponding experimental result is taken into consideration in Figure 6.27.
Figure 6.27. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, Al specimen (Necking 6.96\% total elongation)

The sudden changes in plot trends are clearly observed in Figures 6.28 and 6.29.

Figure 6.28. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, Al specimen
6.2.2.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-Ro-Al-Tpr)

Punch force vs. percent elongation data are presented in Figure 6.30. The method confirms that necking occurs at 7.69% total elongation.

The onset of necking has been detected by experiment at 8.22% elongation value. FEA results of maximum force method accurately estimated the necking initiation.
6.2.3. Notched Al2024T3 Round Specimen Analysis

6.2.3.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-Ro-Al-Ntc)

Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 fail to recognize onset of necking for tensile test of notched aluminum rod-type specimen for strain rate ratio method. This can also be seen in Figure 6.29. Experiment result for necking is at 4.86% elongation.

![Graph showing strain increment ratios vs percent elongation](Image)

*Figure 6.31.* Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, Al specimen

6.2.3.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-Al-Ntc)

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method curves follow a route depicted in Figure 6.32. Percent elongation values are realized at 3.59 by all element pairs employed for the method. The results from the experiment is 4.86%.
6.2.3.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-Al-Ntc)

Maximum second temporal derivative of strain is utilized to predict necking in Figure 6.33. Commencement of necking is determined to be at elongation quantity of 3.51%. This value is marked with red dashed lines in equivalent plastic strain vs. total elongation (Figure 6.34) and equivalent plastic strain rate vs. total elongation (Figure 6.35) plots. Difference between the FEA and experiment predictions is 1.35%.

Plastic strain curve in Figure 6.34 exhibits similar trends that has been encountered in previous section.
Figure 6.33. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, Al specimen (Necking 3.51% elongation)

Figure 6.34. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, Al specimen
Figure 6.35. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, Al specimen

6.2.3.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-Ro-Al-Ntc)

Punch force vs. total elongation plot for notched specimen analysis of round aluminum tensile test specimen is presented in Figure 6.36. Considering the experiment gave the necking at 4.86%, FEA results for maximum force criterion are not at desired accuracy level.

Figure 6.36. Punch force vs. percent gauge elongation of Element 916 for notched cross-section, round, Al specimen (Necking at 3.66% total elongation)
6.3. FEA Results of S235JR Sheet Specimen Tensile Tests

6.3.1. Straight S235JR Sheet Specimen Analysis

S235JR sheet specimens had three different geometries; namely, straight, tapered and notched. Methods are to be applied to all cases to predict onset of necking.

6.3.1.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-She-St-Str)

Equivalent plastic strain rate ratio method on straight S235JR sheet specimen tensile test FEA gives consistent results in Figure 6.37. Elements of 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 identified necking at 16.74%, 16.60%, 16.41%, 16.20% and 16.09% total gauge elongation, respectively.

All the element pairs underestimated the necking as the experiment remarked it at 18.00% elongation of the gauge.

![Figure 6.37. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, sheet, steel specimen](image)

6.3.1.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-St-Str)

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain criterion generates the same result with all element combinations shown in Figure 6.38. The necking is predicted to start at 17.40% for all cases and the plots are highly consistent and
precise. The experimental value for necking is 18.00%; so, a good approximation is succeeded by using this method.

![Figure 6.38. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, sheet, steel specimen](image)

6.3.1.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-St-Str)

Maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain criterion is based on the total elongation value obtained when second temporal derivative of equivalent strain change is the highest.

The onset of necking is found to be at 16.54% total gauge elongation in Figure 6.39 and marked in Figures 6.40 and 6.41 with red dashed line for comparison purposes. Also note that necking measured during the experiment is marked at 18.00% elongation.
Figure 6.39. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, sheet, steel specimen (Necking at 16.54% total elongation)

The course of equivalent plastic strain graph demonstrated in Figure 6.40 is also similar to the previous outputs. Nonetheless, another abrupt drop is observed in Figure 6.41 after highest value of strain rate is attained.

Figure 6.40. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, sheet, steel specimen
6.3.1.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-She-St-Str)

The curve in Figure 6.42 depicts the force vs. percent elongation behavior of straight round S235JR specimen tensile test. The onset of necking is detected at 17.34% total elongation. Elongation of 18.00% is obtained by experiment; thus, force method approximation is accurate.
6.3.2. Tapered S235JR Sheet Specimen Analysis

6.3.2.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-She-St-Tpr)

Steel tapered sheet specimens yielded highly consistent results, which are presented in Figure 6.43. Ratio analysis on Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 uncovered necking at 13.94, 13.25, 13.23, 13.19 and 13.18 elongation for the threshold of 10, respectively. However, the result underestimate the necking since the experiment records specify necking at 16.83% elongation.

![Figure 6.43. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, sheet, steel specimen](image)

6.3.2.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-St-Tpr)

In Figure 6.44, analysis by difference of strain acceleration displayed similar trends as in previous sections.

The plot kept insignificantly low values at the start and then after an abrupt increase is followed. The experiment result for the onset of necking is 16.83%. The prediction of 14.15 percent elongation belongs to all pairs of mesh elements.
6.3.2.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-St-Tpr)

Second temporal derivative of strain increment on Element 1 is highest at 16.05% total elongation as indicated in Figure 6.45. This value is also traced in other figures of this subsection with red dashed line. Note that experiment result is 16.83%, that means the deviation is 3.34% and the method made a poor prediction.

It can be stated that strain vs. total elongation (Figure 6.46), strain rate vs. total elongation (Figure 6.47) and strain acceleration vs. total elongation (Figure 6.45) exhibited similar traits like those of straight specimen analyses.
Figure 6.45. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, sheet, steel specimen (Necking at 16.05% total elongation)

Figure 6.46. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, sheet, steel specimen
6.3.2.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-She-St-Tpr)

Punch force over percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, sheet, S235JR specimen reached its peak at 14.17% elongation in Figure 6.48.

The prediction value is 2.66% below the experimental output.
6.3.3. Notched S235JR Sheet Specimen Analysis

6.3.3.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-She-St-Ntc)

Equivalent plastic strain rate ratio analysis displayed quite interesting outputs in Figure 6.49. Elements 1 & 5 reached 9.4 ratio at the beginning of the process, a gauge elongation of 0.34%.

![Figure 6.49. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, sheet, steel specimen](image)

Numerical methods such as the current case can imply unusual results at boundaries. The strains are very small at this moment as can be seen in Figure 6.52. Even though the absolute values are very low, the ratios can be high. Analysts should treat the boundaries with special focus.

Ratio of equivalent plastic strain increment method applied on Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 resulted in necking at 11.86%, 11.91%, 11.97%, 11.81% and 11.66%, respectively. The results underestimated necking since the experiment marked it at 14.20% total gauge elongation. Elements 1 & 4 gave the closest approximation.
6.3.3.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-St-Ntc)

Figure 6.50 shows the second temporal derivative of strain difference of separate elements. Different element pairs are yielded very close results as in straight and notched counterparts. Percent elongation value of 12.46% has been obtained by Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6. Since the experiment result marks necking at 14.20%, strain difference method has acquired poor results.

![Figure 6.50. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, sheet, steel specimen](image)

6.3.3.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-She-St-Ntc)

Figure 6.51 illustrates strain acceleration vs. elongation graph of Element 1 and states that necking is observed at 14.55% elongation. Necking occurs at 14.20% elongation according to the experiment data; thus, the prediction is ineffective.

The elongation of 14.55% is shown in strain vs. elongation (Figure 6.52) and strain rate vs. elongation (Figure 6.53) graphs.
Figure 6.51. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, sheet, steel specimen (Necking at 14.55% total elongation)

Equivalent plastic strain curve in Figure 6.52 performs similar trends as in straight and tapered cases.

Strain rate plot of Figure 6.53 is also similar to Figure 6.47; both of them increases sharply near necking and descends more smoothly.

Figure 6.52. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, sheet, steel specimen
6.3.3.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-She-St-Ntc)

Figure 6.54 reveals that necking occurs at 13.12% total elongation in FEA; on the other hand, it is recognized at 14.20% elongation by the experiment. The method and the experiment results are consistent. Also, maximum force method predicts necking at underestimated value which is preferred.
6.4. FEA Results of S235JR Round Specimen Tensile Tests

6.4.1. Straight S235JR Round Specimen Analysis

S235JR round specimens had three different geometries; namely, straight, tapered and notched. Methods are to be applied to all cases to predict onset of necking.

6.4.1.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-Ro-St-Str)

In Figure 6.55, equivalent plastic strain rate ratio method exhibited results for different element groups in a wide interval. The range to recognize necking varies between 6.35% and 12.83%.

**Figure 6.55.** Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, steel specimen

Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 detected onset of necking at 12.83%, 10.55%, 9.42%, 7.27% and 6.35%, respectively. Elements 1 & 6 approached most to the experiment necking elongation value, which is 5.80%.

6.4.1.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-St-Str)

Difference of second time derivative of strain method implemented on round steel straight tensile test specimens displayed intriguing results provided in Figure 6.56. Elements 1 & 2 detected the onset of necking at 6.89% elongation. Elements 1 & 3, 1
& 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 detected the necking at 6.38%. This value is closer to the experimental data which gives the necking at 5.80% elongation of the gauge.

![Graph showing difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, steel specimen.](image)

*Figure 6.56. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, steel specimen*

### 6.4.1.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-St-Str)

Predicting the onset of necking through maximum strain acceleration of a critical element is to be performed in this section for axisymmetric model of straight steel specimen. Equivalent strain acceleration trajectory is plotted in Figure 6.57 which has a maximum value at 5.83% total gauge elongation. Negligible values at first and sudden increase followed by a decrease and some oscillatory motions until final minor values are reached.

Second time derivative of element strain graph in Figure 6.57 also yields results very close to experiment, which is 5.80% elongation.

The total percent elongation value of 5.83 is also shown in remaining graphs of this section; namely, strain vs. total elongation (Figure 6.58) and strain rate vs. total elongation (Figure 6.59).
Figure 6.57. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, steel specimen (Necking at 5.83% total elongation)

Figure 6.57 has trivial values at the beginning and increases gradually after necking until the end of the process. Those traits are similar to the previous discussions.

Figure 6.58. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, steel specimen
Figure 6.59. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for straight cross-section, round, steel specimen

6.4.1.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-Ro-St-Str)

Punch force vs. total elongation chart for the FEA of TT-Ro-St-Str is given in Figure 6.60. The results brought out that necking occurs at 6.71% total elongation in FEA by measuring displacement of uppermost element (Element 100) in grip region. The onset of necking traced by experimental data expresses it to occur at 5.80% elongation, which is approximated reasonably.

Figure 6.60. Punch force vs. percent gauge elongation of Element 100 for straight cross-section, round, steel specimen (Necking at 6.71% total elongation)
6.4.2. Tapered S235JR Round Specimen Analysis

6.4.2.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-Ro-St-Tpr)

As with the straight rod-shaped S235JR specimens, tapered specimens predict necking at quite different values shown in Figure 6.61.

Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 realized the onset of necking at 12.07%, 9.84%, 5.65%, 4.95% and 4.67%, respectively. Comparing with the corresponding experiment, necking occurs at 5.57% elongation. Thus, Elements 1 & 4 yield the most accurate result with respect to the corresponding experiments.

![Figure 6.61. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, steel specimen](image)

6.4.2.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-St-Tpr)

Figure 6.62 displays the difference of second time derivative of element strains. Elements 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 detect the onset of necking at 4.92% gauge elongation. On the other hand, Elements 1 & 2 predicted the onset of necking at 5.35%.

Elements 1 & 2 obtained the most accurate result when experiment prediction of necking at 5.57% elongation taken into consideration.
Figure 6.62. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, steel specimen

6.4.2.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-St-Tpr)

Figure 6.63 depicts the strain acceleration plot of S235JR round tapered specimen analysis. Strain acceleration curve reveals its common characteristics. Some fluctuations are observed before necking initiation; and, after maximum value is acquired the curve tend to decrease and converge. Necking is predicted to be at total elongation of 4.47% in Figure 6.63. This result underestimated the onset of necking when experimental necking of 5.57% is taken into account.

Equivalent plastic strain graph in Figure 6.64 is consistent with its counterparts in other sections. Note that the strain rate graph in Figure 6.65 has reached to a final stable value like straight round specimen. Yet, this was not the case in previous sections.
Figure 6.63. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, steel specimen (Necking at 4.47% elongation)

Figure 6.64. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, steel specimen
6.4.2.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-Ro-St-Tpr)

Maximum force method in Figure 6.66 states that necking occurs at 5.32% total gauge elongation. Experiment gives 5.57% elongation for necking under same conditions. The approximation of the force method can be regarded as accurate.

Figure 6.65. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for tapered cross-section, round, steel specimen

Figure 6.66. Punch force vs. percent gauge elongation of Element 100 for tapered cross-section, round, steel specimen (Necking a 5.32% total elongation)
6.4.3. Notched S235JR Round Specimen Analysis

6.4.3.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (TT-Ro-St-Ntc)

Parallel with ratio method figures of steel cylindrical specimens, Figure 6.67 demonstrates different element pairs resulting in considerably distinguished outputs. Elements 1 & 2 predicts necking to occur at 10.70% elongation; whereas, Elements 1 & 6 estimates it as 4.65%; thus, a wide range of results are generated. To specify further, Elements 1 & 3, 1 & 4 and 1 & 5 detect the onset of necking at 9.61%, 8.17% and 5.72%, respectively.

![Graph showing strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, steel specimen](image)

*Figure 6.67. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, steel specimen*

Elements 1 & 5 brought out the closest result to that of the experiment that is 5.51% elongation.

6.4.3.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-St-Ntc)

Strain increment acceleration method yields Figure 6.68. The curves belonging to different element couples reveal similar trend as in cases investigated previously. Total gauge percentage elongation value of 4.15 is recorded as necking
commencement value by Elements 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6. On another hand, Elements 1 & 2 is slightly delayed and detected necking at 4.43% gauge elongation. The current method underestimated the necking as the experiment results state that necking occurs at 5.51% elongation.

![Figure 6.68. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, steel specimen](image)

6.4.3.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (TT-Ro-St-Ntc)

Second time derivative data of strain increments of Element 1 are calculated and presented in Figure 6.69. The trend of strain acceleration curve in Figure 6.69 is rather stable before necking; yet, it is irregularly oscillatory after commencement of necking.

The necking is detected to occur at total elongation of 3.85% by FEA. However, experiment data yields the onset of necking at 5.51% elongation which is prominently underestimated.

In Figure 6.70, equivalent plastic strain graphs trend is similar to all previous cases. In Figure 6.71, the most abrupt change in the trend can easily be pointed out at 3.85% elongation when necking initiates.
Figure 6.69. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, steel specimen (Necking at 3.85% elongation)

Figure 6.70. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, steel specimen
6.4.3.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (TT-Ro-St-Ntc)

At 4.55% total elongation, necking is predicted as in Figure 6.72. The corresponding value obtained during the experiment is 5.51%. Force method underestimates the necking when compared to experiment, yet it yielded better results than strain difference and maximum strain acceleration methods.

Figure 6.71. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge for notched cross-section, round, steel specimen

Figure 6.72. Punch force vs. percent gauge elongation of Element 100 for notched cross-section, round, steel specimen (Necking a 4.55% elongation)
6.5. Comparative Discussion for Tensile Test FEA Results

Combinations of different specimen materials and geometries of tensile tests resulted in many graphs. The applicability of several necking prediction methods is exemplarily shown for twelve different cases.

Degree of accuracy or the closeness of the FEA results to the corresponding experimental results is an important criterion while assessing the outputs.

Prediction of the onset of necking methods applied on different tensile tests with or without artificial imperfection. Commonly, authors have chosen one type and applied the criteria on it. This thesis allowed to extend the comparison of the methods by employing different necking location control practices.

Equivalent plastic strain vs. percent gauge elongation graphs are illustrated in Figures 6.4, 6.10, 6.16, 6.22, 6.28, 6.34, 6.40, 6.46, 6.52, 6.58, 6.64 and 6.70. In twelve tensile test analysis, the equivalent strain vs. percent elongation plots have similar characteristics. Initially, they increase at a slow pace until commencement of necking. After the onset of necking, they rise steeply. Note that Al2024T3 specimens experience fracture shortly after necking; but, steel specimen elongate significantly after the onset of necking.

Equivalent strain rate data is plotted in Figures 6.5, 6.11, 6.17, 6.23, 6.29, 6.35, 6.41, 6.47, 6.53, 6.59, 6.65 and 6.71 with respect to percent elongation of the specimen gauge length. It is hard to generalize strain rate curves as they indicate different traits in different types of analysis. In sheet specimen analysis, strain rate vs. elongation plots commence with low values and exhibit abrupt increase near necking initiation following an abrupt decrease in the case of steel specimens. For round specimens; there are no clear peaks in most cases.

At this point supplementary figures are finished and prediction of onset of necking figures are to be discussed. Ratio of equivalent plastic strain rate changes with respect to two different elements are given in Figures 6.1, 6.7, 6.13, 6.19, 6.25, 6.31, 6.37,
6.43, 6.49, 6.55, 6.61 and 6.67. Strain ratio plots have similar properties, starting with approximately unity and increasing with ununiform deformation or instability situation. First interesting observation in this case is sheet specimens increase quite sharply when compared to round specimens. This is because sheets are thin, localization occurs more swiftly than round specimens. On the other hand, cylindrical tensile test simulations significantly differentiated results with selection of different element pairs.

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method results can be investigated from Figures 6.2, 6.8, 6.14, 6.20, 6.26, 6.32, 6.38, 6.44, 6.50, 6.56, 6.62 and 6.68. Strain difference plots start and maintain almost zero value and display an increase. Similar to ratio method graphs, strain difference vs. percent gauge elongation graphs increase sharply in strip-type specimen analysis and more smoothly in rod-type specimens. Lastly, recall that difference of strain acceleration formula is rearranged in this thesis with a new definition to have a more suitable physical representation for the formula. In addition, difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method is used without a threshold value, which is an original contribution to the literature. The aim is to prevent possible errors by improper selection of a user-defined parameter. On the other hand, the criterion is based on a significant increase in the slope of the curve, which is taken as 3 times of the slope in the previous step. This can be taken as a condition rather than a threshold.

Second temporal derivative of strain changes on critical elements are depicted in Figures 6.3, 6.9, 6.15, 6.21, 6.27, 6.33, 6.39, 6.45, 6.51, 6.57, 6.63 and 6.69. The figures have common attributes. Until the onset of necking, they maintain naught or minor values. Necking is realized when rapid increase is observed, followed by a steep decrease. In some cases, small fluctuations can be monitored before or after necking initiation. Then, according to the author’s best knowledge, prediction of onset of necking through maximum strain acceleration method is only applied to sheet metal forming or testing processes. In this work, the method is extended to all metal forming processes by employing equivalent plastic strain instead of principle strains.
Furthermore, the curves are plotted with respect to elongation instead of time; proving higher universal validity.

Examining sheet and round specimen results from both equivalent plastic strain rate ratio and difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain, one can state that strain localization takes place very rapidly (high slope) in strip-type specimens compared to rod-type specimens. Note that the sheet metal specimens are in the smallest thickness category according to the standards [2].

Maximum force criterion analyses are presented in Figures 6.6, 6.12, 6.18, 6.24, 6.30, 6.36, 6.42, 6.48, 6.54, 6.60, 6.66 and 6.72. Punch force vs. percent elongation of the gauge graphs obtained numerically are compared with experiment results directly. That comparison brings out that corresponding graphs agree with each other in terms of plot trends and magnitudes. For example, FEA graphs of steel sheet tests clearly indicate the Lüders Bands as in experiment plots. Moreover, aluminum specimen processes are exposed to necking shortly before fracture; whilst, steel specimen plots continue to deform.

Among all tensile test experiments, equivalent plastic strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge, second time derivative of element strain vs. percent elongation of the gauge and punch force vs. percent elongation of the gauge graphs share the most common characteristics. These plots become proper candidates if general rules are to be studied to predict the onset of necking.

Some key points from those analyses are given in Tables 6.3 - 6.5 for integrative evaluation purposes.

Table 6.3 tabulates the data of equivalent plastic strain rate ratio method results for all tensile test FEA along with experiment results. Recall that the threshold for this analysis is commonly accepted as 10 in literature; therefore, this value is used in the analyses. The analyses results that cannot reach 10 are shown with a hyphen.
Table 6.3. Equivalent plastic strain rate ratio method results of tensile test experiments and corresponding elongation at necking from experiment data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All numbers are percent elongation</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Str</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Tpr</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>16.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Ntc</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Str</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Tpr</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Ntc</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Str</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>16.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Tpr</td>
<td>16.83</td>
<td>13.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Ntc</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>11.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Str</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>12.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Tpr</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>12.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Ntc</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>10.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First conclusion from Table 6.3 is that there is no general rule for the most accurate element pair or distance in terms of percent of the initial gauge lengths given in Table 6.1. Different element couples make the most accurate prediction in different analysis cases. when compared to the experiment data.

In terms of accuracy, Elements 1 & 4 have given the best results in most cases. Hence, that pair of mesh elements is advised to be utilized while conducting equivalent plastic strain rate ratio method.

An important observation from Table 6.3 is hyphen or dash warnings. Two hyphens belong to aluminum sheet specimen analysis. On the other hand, all 15 results of cylindrical specimen analysis could not detect the onset of necking with the threshold of 10. No hyphen warning appears in steel specimen tensile tests.

Al2024T3 is less ductile than S235JR; the difference in strain between necking and fracture points is much less. As a result, specimens fail before the ratio of different element strains can reach to 10. According to Table 6.3, the threshold value of 10 is suitable for S235JR steel specimens; yet, it is not suitable for Al2024T3 round specimens and Al2024T3 sheet specimens in some cases. As a result, materials which
reveal necking shortly before fracture may require a lower threshold level for equivalent plastic strain rate ratio method. By examination of the analysis results, the threshold value for tensile tests of Al2024T3 round specimens is determined as 1.6 instead of 10. This allows Elements 1 & 6 to predict necking. Consequently, cylindrical aluminum specimen tensile test predictions can be improved by applying a more appropriate threshold in ratio method.

In Table 6.4, difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method results of all tensile test specimens are exhibited.

Table 6.4. Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method results of tensile test experiments and corresponding elongation at necking from experiment data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All numbers are percent elongation</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Str</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>18.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Tpr</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>16.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Ntc</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Str</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>11.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Tpr</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>7.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Ntc</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Str</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>17.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Tpr</td>
<td>16.83</td>
<td>14.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Ntc</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>12.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Str</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>6.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Tpr</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Ntc</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4 indicates difference of second time derivative method is almost insensitive to element pair selection within the range given in Table 6.1. In most cases, all element couples made the same prediction for the onset of necking. This is an advantage of difference method over ratio method. This advantage is obtained by the novel contribution made in this thesis (using the slope change instead of a materials threshold to detect necking).

In Table 6.4, in most cases Elements 1 & 5 and Elements 1 & 6 yielded the most accurate results. Selection of any of the mesh element couples is appropriate.
Table 6.5. Maximum second time derivative of element strain and maximum punch force method results of tensile test analyses and corresponding elongations at necking from experiment data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All numbers are percent elongation</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Maximum Second Time Derivative of Element Strain Increment</th>
<th>Maximum Punch Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Str</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>18.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Tpr</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>16.42</td>
<td>16.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-Al-Ntc</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td>10.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Str</td>
<td>10.97</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>11.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Tpr</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-Al-Ntc</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Str</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>16.54</td>
<td>17.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Tpr</td>
<td>16.83</td>
<td>16.05</td>
<td>14.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-She-St-Ntc</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>13.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Str</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>6.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Tpr</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-Ro-St-Ntc</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5 provides data for the prediction of onset of necking by experiment, maximum second time derivative of strain increment and maximum punch force methods. Strain acceleration method has tendency to underestimate the necking elongation value more than maximum punch force method. On the other hand, maximum force method results are slightly more accurate. The reason is expected to be the fact that maximum force method had been used to detect the onset of necking from the experiment data. Since the methods are matching, they tend to generate compatible results.

In general, methods to predict necking tend to predict necking elongation of straight specimens with higher accuracy than other methods which can be deducted from Table 6.3 - Table 6.5. The predicted elongation values for the onset of necking deviates more when tapered and notched specimens are used.

An important observation from Table 6.5 is that both maximum strain acceleration and maximum punch force methods predict the necking of tapered and notched round specimens at lower values than the experiment. In general, the axisymmetric 2D
cylindrical models tend to underestimate the necking of imperfect specimens in tension testing.

It is also useful to assess the results from Table 6.3 - Table 6.5. Note that Elements 1 & 4 from Table 6.3 and Elements 1 & 3 from Table 6.4 are selected as the most appropriate pairs to apply the corresponding methods. To make the results more universal, the corresponding percent distance between the elements in terms of initial gauge length must be taken from Table 6.1.

An important dimension of this discussion is utilization of user-defined parameters. Throughout the analysis, the difference between the concepts of threshold and peak value has been clearly evidenced. In equivalent plastic strain rate ratio results, selection of the threshold directly affected the results. In this thesis, difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method is used without a threshold; but, the algorithm still needs a numerical indicator (change in slope is more than three times in one increment). In fact, user-defined parameter is a weakness for those methods, since a mis-selection of those values can substantially change the prediction values. Maximum force and maximum acceleration methods have an advantage since these criteria do not require introduction of user-defined parameters. These methods seek a maximum value to track necking in contrast to strain difference and strain ratio methods.

In terms of accuracy, maximum strain acceleration and maximum force methods applied on steel sheet specimens are the most successful methods. On the other hand, in tensile test results for aluminum specimens, maximum punch force method has slightly better predictions. It is important that the results from experiments are obtained through maximum force criterion; thus, it is expected the best-matching results are obtained from maximum punch force criteria of FEA. Also note that, maximum force criterion is a global method while others are local. Global criteria do not provide information about the region of the instability; only the general system information such as time, elongation, diameter or thickness can be tracked. Thus,
maximum strain acceleration method comes up as the best method among local criteria. To conclude, equivalent plastic strain acceleration of critical element method and maximum punch force method should be used together to have the most practical prediction of necking analyses results according to tensile test results.

Lastly, prediction of onset of necking methods can be utilized successfully to check instability conditions of other tensile test specimens with different specimen geometry and materials. Only true stress-strain data from the literature is sufficient for that purpose; experiments can be avoided to save cost and time.

6.6. FEA Results of Al2024T3 Specimen Deep Drawing Process

Al2024T3 sheet specimens had undergone three different processes; namely, cylindrical cup, round-bottom cup and square cup deep drawing processes. Methods are to be applied to all cases to predict the onset of tensile plastic instability. The critical mesh element names and positions are given in Finite Element Models chapter.

6.6.1. Cylindrical Cup Deep Drawing Analysis

6.6.1.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (DDP-CC-Al)

Equivalent plastic strain increment ratio method exhibited quite irregular results for deep drawing process of Al2024T3 cylindrical cup as shown in Figure 6.73. Main deformation region is moved continuously; hence, a steady increase in ratio values is not shown. Note that Elements 1 & 6 exceed the criterion threshold 10 at 3.51% punch displacement because it is the transition step of the numerical method; thus, it is ignored.
Punch displacement values at the onset of tensile plastic instability are 15.53 mm and 11.68 mm for Elements 1 & 5 and 1 & 6, respectively. Other element couples could not detect the instability with the utilized threshold value.

6.6.1.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (DDP-CC-Al)

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method results for cylindrical cup deep drawing process is picturized in Figure 6.74. Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3 and 1 & 4 detected the tensile plastic instability at 6.94 mm punch travel for which the corresponding experimental value is 10.52 mm. Elements 1 & 5 and Elements 1 & 6 achieved more accurate results; the instability condition has been recognized at 8.74 mm and 7.79 mm, respectively.
6.6.1.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (DDP-CC-Al)

Maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method applied on Al2024T3 specimen is given in Figure 6.75. The tensile plastic instability is overestimated at 13.72 mm punch movement; yet, the experimental results is 10.52 mm. The plot has many fluctuations, especially when compare to its tensile test counterparts.

Equivalent plastic strain plot in Figure 6.76 is similar to tensile test analysis results; yet, in deep drawing process the material is able to reach higher strain levels. In Figure 6.76, equivalent plastic strain value from tensile test of Al2024T3 straight sheet FEA also marked. A very important result emerges: A material can experience higher strains at instability initiation in different processes. In the current case, Al2024T3 material revealed instability behavior at 0.18 true strain in uniaxial tensile test; yet, similar phenomenon appeared at 0.57 equivalent plastic strain value. Therefore, the maximum strain values obtained from tensile test experiments emerges as not appropriate to use in complex forming procedures. Although not investigated in this work, this conclusion can be extended to fracture failure as well.
In Figure 6.77, the strain rate characteristics of the cylindrical cup deep drawing analysis is depicted, which is very irregular as strain acceleration plot.

**Figure 6.75.** Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. punch displacement for cylindrical cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 13.72 mm displacement)

**Figure 6.76.** Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. punch displacement for cylindrical cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen
Figure 6.77. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. punch displacement for cylindrical cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen

### 6.6.1.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (DDP-CC-Al)

Punch force vs. punch displacement graph obtained from FEA is provided in Figure 6.78. The analysis prediction for tensile plastic instability commencement is 10.24 mm punch translation; whereas, the experiment prediction is at 10.52 mm displacement. Maximum force method achieved the most accurate prediction.

Figure 6.78. Punch force vs. punch displacement for cylindrical cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 10.24 mm displacement)
6.6.2. Round Bottom Cup Deep Drawing Analysis

6.6.2.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (DDP-RB-Al)

Equivalent plastic strain increment ratio method in hemispherical cup deep drawing case yielded more stable results than cylindrical cup. The related plots are given in Figure 6.79. Elements 1 & 2 could not detect tensile plastic instability. Elements 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 detected it at 18.85 mm, 19.62 mm, 18.93 mm and 18.88 mm punch displacement, respectively. The experimental results for instability initiation is 17.32 mm displacement; the methods tend to overestimate necking in this case.

![Figure 6.79. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. punch displacement for round bottom cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen](image)

6.6.2.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (DDP-RB-Al)

Difference of strain acceleration plots of round bottom cup deep drawing analysis generated more consistent results than its cylindrical cup counterpart. In Figure 6.80, tensile plastic instability is recognized at 19.28 mm punch travel by all element pairs. This method also overestimates plastic instability as the experimental result is 17.36 mm displacement.
Figure 6.80. Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. punch displacement for round bottom cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen

6.6.2.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (DDP-RB-Al)

Strain acceleration plot of Element 1 in round bottom cup deep drawing case is given in Figure 6.81, which show the determined instability is at 19.28 mm punch movement. Similar to previous cases, maximum strain acceleration value over-predicts the instability commencement. This plot is also fluctuating significantly.

Punch displacement value at tensile plastic instability is also shown in element equivalent plastic strain (Figure 6.82) and element equivalent strain rate (Figure 6.83) plots.

In Figure 6.82, strain at the onset of necking from straight, Al2024T3, sheet specimen tensile test analysis is shown along with deep drawing analysis tensile plastic instability prediction. Similar to the cylindrical cup case, the critical element in round bottom deep drawing process can have strain value significantly higher than its counterpart in tensile test analysis (0.77 versus 0.18).
Figure 6.81. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. punch displacement for round bottom cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 19.28 mm displacement)

Figure 6.82. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. punch displacement for round bottom cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen
6.6.2.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (DDP-RB-Al)

Maximum punch force method predict the onset of tensile plastic instability at 18.62 mm punch travel, revealed in Figure 6.84. The method also overestimated instability start; yet, it has the highest accuracy.

Figure 6.83. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. punch displacement for round bottom cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen

Figure 6.84. Punch force vs. punch displacement for round bottom cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 18.62 mm displacement)
6.6.3. Square Cup Deep Drawing Analysis

6.6.3.1. Criterion of Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio (DDP-SC-Al)

In Figure 6.85, the criterion threshold 10 has been exceeded several times before the actual prediction is made. Square cup deep drawing process produced fluctuating graphs as a result of equivalent plastic strain increment ratio method. Ignoring the misleading calculations, Elements 1 & 2, 1 & 3, 1 & 4, 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 predicted the onset of tensile plastic instability at 12.18 mm, 12.21 mm, 12.16 mm, 12.25 mm and 12.22 mm, respectively. The method underestimated the corresponding experimental value; which is 15.41 mm.

![Graph showing strain increment ratios for square cup deep drawing process](image)

*Figure 6.85. Strain increment ratios of several mesh element couples vs. punch displacement for square cup deep drawing process with 80x80 mm-square, sheet, Al specimen*

6.6.3.2. Criterion of Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (DDP-SC-Al)

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method applied on square cup deep drawing process with Al2024T3 specimen is shown in Figure 6.86 for different element couples. The results are consistent, all plots predicted the instability initiation at 13.21 mm punch movement. Recall that the experiment detected instability at 15.41 mm punch displacement.
Figure 6.86 Difference of second time derivative of strain for several mesh element couples vs. punch displacement for square cup deep drawing process with 80x80 mm-square, sheet, Al specimen

6.6.3.3. Criterion of Maximum Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain (DDP-SC-Al)

Second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain of Element 1 is depicted in Figure 6.87. Tensile plastic instability is predicted to start at 12.64 mm punch displacement and that value is also shown in supporting plots of the method, i.e. strain vs. punch displacement (Figure 6.88) and strain rate vs punch displacement (Figure 6.89). The experiment recognized plastic instability at 15.41 mm punch travel.

The strain value of critical element in Al2024T3, straight, sheet specimen tensile test is plotted in Figure 6.88. Similar to other deep drawing analyses, critical mesh element can reach much larger strain values in deep drawing process. Strain values at the onset of instability are 0.18 and 0.69 for critical elements of tensile test and deep drawing process, respectively.
Figure 6.87. Second time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. punch displacement for square cup deep drawing process with 80x80 mm-square, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 12.64 mm displacement)

Figure 6.88. Plastic strain of Element 1 vs. punch displacement for square cup deep drawing process with 80x80 mm-square, sheet, Al specimen
Figure 6.89. First time derivative of Element 1 strain vs. punch displacement for square cup deep drawing process with 80x80 mm-square, sheet, Al specimen

6.6.3.4. Criterion of Maximum Punch Force (DDP-SC-Al)

Figure 6.90 illustrates the punch travel data for square cup deep drawing process FEA. The method predicts the commencement of instability at 13.21 mm; yet, the experimental value is 15.41 mm.

Figure 6.90. Punch force vs. punch displacement for round bottom cup deep drawing process with 110 mm diameter, sheet, Al specimen (Necking at 13.21 mm displacement)
6.7. Comparative Discussion for Deep Drawing FEA Results

Deep drawing analyses results are to be discussed in this section. Then, those results are compared to tensile test results.

To begin with, an important aspect of this work is to predict necking with respect to percent elongation of the specimen gauge in tensile tests and punch displacement in deep drawing processes. Majority of resources in the literature predict necking with respect to time. Prediction of necking in terms of time might be useful for specific cases; yet, that concept cannot be generalized because the results would change depending on the punch velocity in experiments and numerical analysis. On the other hand, percent elongation of the gauge can simply be generalized for materials as long as standard punch velocities (quasi-static in this thesis) and specimen shapes are followed. Punch displacement can also be used as a reference as long as a blank with the same thickness is utilized. In some other references, necking or instability conditions are plotted against element of major strains. To measure strain values can be challenging during experiments such as deep drawing. On the other hand, gauge elongation or punch travel can be directly measured both during the experiments and FE analysis which makes the current analysis more general.

Next, equivalent plastic strain vs. punch displacement plots given in Figures 6.76, 6.82 and 6.88. The characteristics of the plots are similar to each other; the curves start with smoothly increasing and continuous rapidly increasing manner. One important note here is that higher equivalent plastic strain magnitudes have been achieved with deep drawing processes than tensile test processes.

Equivalent plastic strain rate vs. punch displacement figures are picturized in Figures 6.77, 6.83 and 6.89. These graphs show dissimilar trends; yet, the highest increase which remarks the acceleration can easily be noticed in all cases.

Ratio of equivalent plastic strain rate changes with respect to two different elements are given Figures 6.73, 6.79 and 6.85. The graphs of this method fluctuated frequently
in cylindrical and square cup cases. Thus, this method with a threshold of 10 only worked on hemispherical deep drawing process properly.

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method results can be investigated from Figures 6.74, 6.80 and 6.86. Round bottom and square cup deep drawing analysis yielded consistent results for all element couples. Some irregular characteristics emerged in cylindrical cup process.

Second temporal derivative of strain changes on critical elements are depicted in Figures 6.75, 6.81 and 6.87. When compared to tensile test plots, more oscillations are observed in those graphs except the square cup case.

Maximum force criterion analyses are presented in Figures 6.78, 6.84 and 6.90. These figures represent the experimental results until instability initiation well. Yet, they follow dissimilar paths afterwards. Rapid decreases in test machine are due to manual switch-off. Thus, FEA results are more reliable for post-instability portion of the curves.

Next, the method results are to be compared for deep drawing analyses results.

Note that, equivalent plastic strain rate ratio and difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain criteria elements must be considered with their percentage of related initial dimensions, given in Table 6.2.

In Table 6.6, equivalent plastic strain rate ratio predictions for onset of tensile plastic instability are tabulated. With the criterion threshold value of 10, Elements 1 & 2 fails in 2 cases to predict instability commencement. Elements 1 & 3 and 1 & 4 also fails to predict results in one case for each. The remaining element pairs are compared and Elements 1 & 6 predictions appeared to have higher accuracy than that of Elements 1 & 5. Recall that Elements 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 also emerged as the most accurate element pairs in tensile test analysis. This output has been confirmed by deep drawing process analyses. Note that, square cup analysis results for strain increment ratio exceeded the
threshold although the magnitudes of the strains are insignificant. This underlines the proper selection of the threshold. In that case, the threshold can be increased up to 20.

Table 6.6. Equivalent plastic strain rate ratio method results of deep drawing processes and corresponding punch displacement at the onset of instability from experiment data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All numbers are punch displacement [mm]</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP-CC-Al</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP-RB-Al</td>
<td>17.36</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP-SC-Al</td>
<td>15.41</td>
<td>12.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method results for different element pairs are enlisted in Table 6.7. For the same element couples, this method gives more precise results than strain increment ratio method, which had also been the case for tensile test analyses. In this method, Elements 1 & 5 and 1 & 6 perform the most accurate outputs; Elements 1 & 5 being slightly better.

Deep drawing processes analyses verified that difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method results are more aligned within themselves. Furthermore, choice of different element couples affect the method output to a smaller extent in that method.

Table 6.7. Maximum Difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method results of deep drawing processes and corresponding punch displacement at the onset of instability from experiment data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All numbers are punch displacement [mm]</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Difference of Second Time Derivative of Equivalent Plastic Strain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elements 1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP-CC-Al</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP-RB-Al</td>
<td>17.36</td>
<td>19.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP-SC-Al</td>
<td>15.41</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maximum element strain acceleration and maximum punch force methods are summarized in Table 6.8. As in the case of tensile test analyses, maximum punch force method has achieved more accurate tensile plastic instability predictions benchmarked to experiment results.

Table 6.8. Maximum second time derivative of strain increment and maximum punch force method results of deep drawing processes and corresponding punch displacement at the onset of instability from experiment data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Maximum Second Time Derivative of Element Strain Increment</th>
<th>Maximum Reaction Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDP-Ce-Al</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP-Rb-Al</td>
<td>17.36</td>
<td>19.28</td>
<td>18.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP-Sc-Al</td>
<td>15.41</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A very important deduction from the analysis is that all the methods have achieved less accurate prediction when compared to their respective counterparts in tensile test analysis. Deep drawing analysis involve complex loadings. Furthermore, the specimen is divided into different zones where the complex loading states vary. This reduces the effectivity of the methods in deep drawing analysis case.

6.8. Sources of Error

Considering all deviations in results between FEA and experiments, there can be some errors in the works done throughout the thesis. Four types of error do always affect the accuracy of the calculations; namely, experimental, human, modeling and numerical errors.

Experimental errors arise from the setup or specimens. For instance, ambient conditions such as temperature and light, production errors such as residual stresses, scratches on specimens, variations in cold work or grain size and device measurement errors can be sources of experimental errors.
Human error means unintentional lack of validity, precision or accuracy because of the acting person such as poor positioning of specimens, marking different points as gauge ends, making poor assumptions etc.

Modeling error concept is related to the analysis part of the work. Some examples of this type of error are assumptions such as isotropic material, model approximations such as Hooke’s Law and von Mises yield criterion, analysis and mesh type, boundary conditions, and material data.

Lastly, numeric error is owing to the inefficient mathematical approaches in calculations. Finite number of calculation steps, using insufficient significant digits in calculation, round-off errors, limited number of mesh elements can be considered to illustrate numerical error concept.
CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

7.1. Conclusion

In this thesis, four different methods to predict the onset of tensile plastic instability and necking are considered in tensile tests and deep drawing processes. Tensile tests have been carried out with two materials; Al2024T3 and S235JR, two different specimen types; cylindrical and rectangular cross section and three different specimen geometries; straight, tapered and notched. Cylindrical cup, round bottom cup and square cup deep drawing processes are conducted with Al2024T3 specimens.

From the experimental and finite element model analyses results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- Usage of artificial imperfection methods such as tapered or notched tensile test specimens cause deviations from actual stress-strain values both in experiments and simulations. Moreover, necking prediction methods work on them less efficiently. Such strain concentration methods may cause significant deviations from actual results.

- In criterion of equivalent plastic strain rate ratio, the user-defined parameter used should be tailored specifically for the process type, material and specimen geometry. It is a challenge to obtain a specific value to predict onset of tensile plastic instability and necking well in all cases.

- Instability is predicted by the criterion of difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain method when a sudden change in equivalent plastic strain value is observed.

- Both criterion of equivalent plastic strain increment ratio and criterion of difference of second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain are based on
the value between two points on the material, one having the highest strain value. The latter is less sensitive to the selection of points than the former.

- Criterion of maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain is used instead of principle strains which is a common practice in the literature, and satisfactory and universal results are obtained.

- For tensile test experiments, maximum second time derivative of equivalent plastic strain and maximum punch force criteria generated the most accurate results. Deep drawing process results confirmed this output.

- None of the instability prediction methods performed well deep drawing analysis compared with tensile test experiments and this situation is attributed complex stress-strain state.

It is observed that the failure criteria emerged from tensile test experiments cannot be applied in complex forming operations such as deep drawing process.

7.2. Future Works

Some interesting future works would be:

- Sheet metal analyses can take anisotropy effects in consideration for more accurate reflection of the real-world problems.

- Analytical methods can be used to predict necking/instability to compare the results with the numerical methods.

- Results of ductile fracture criteria and instability prediction can be compared.
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APPENDICES

A. SAMPLE FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS VIEWS

Figure 0.1. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-She-Al-Str

Figure 0.2. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-She-Al-Tpr
Figure 0.3. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-She-Al-Ntc

Figure 0.4. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-Ro-Al-Str
Figure 0.5. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-Ro-Al-Tpr

Figure 0.6. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-Ro-Al-Ntc
Figure 0.7. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-She-St-Str

Figure 0.8. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-She-St-Tpr
Figure 0.9. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-She-St-Ntc

Figure 0.10. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-Ro-St-Str
Figure 0.11. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-Ro-St-Tpr

Figure 0.12. FE view of equivalent plastic strain and stress for TT-Ro-St-Ntc
Figure 0.13. FE view of equivalent plastic strain for DDP-CC-Al

Figure 0.14. FE view of equivalent stress for DDP-CC-Al
Figure 0.15. FE view of equivalent plastic strain for DDP-RB-Al

Figure 0.16. FE view of equivalent stress for DDP-RB-Al
Figure 0.17. FE view of equivalent plastic strain for DDP-SC-Al

Figure 0.18. FE view of equivalent stress for DDP-RB-Al